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Video store break-in 
possibly planned
► Insomniac U. suffers 
$10,000 in damages and 
stolen merchandise after 
weekend theft
By Amanda Hippe
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WWTER
A break-in at campus video store 
Insomniac U. over the weekend may 
have been premeditated, a store man­
ager said Wednesday.
The break-in occurred sometime 
between 5 p.m. Friday and about 5 p.m. 
Monday. Because the University Union 
was closed for Spring Break, the 
assailants used the entrance that paral­
lels the SESLOC office and faces the El 
Corral Btxikstore.
Store manager Lisa Roberts said 
about 500 DVDs were taken in the raid.
“They had to have known to go 
behind the counter iastead of grabbing 
the DVD jackets off the shelves,” 
Roberts said.
The raid must have been quick due 
to the random sweep of merchandise, 
Roberts said. Some new releases and 
stjme old films were taken. The majori­
ty of the DVDs taken were in red, plas­
tic CD cases.
“If anyone sees a large amount of 
red-cased DVDs with InstTmniac stick­
ers on them, please call us,” Roberts 
said.
Insomniac U. employees are working
with campus police and, as ot 
Wednesday aftermxin, have not 
received the police repxTrt. Roberts said 
UPD is reviewing surveillance tap>es 
from El Corral and SESLOC to see if 
any leads emerge.
Roberts said at the time of the break- 
in, Insomniac U. was not equipp>ed 
with an alarm.
University Police Department 
Cmdr. Bill Watton is leading the inves­
tigation. Watton said the incident is 
still in the early stages of the investiga­
tion.
“We are treating this like any other 
crime,” Watton said. “We are evaluat­
ing the evidence, the nature of the 
crime and other components that will 
lead us to a suspect."
Roberts estimated the damage and 
loss at about $10,000. Associated 
Students Inc. is fixing the doors and 
replacing the windows with heavier, 
unbreakable glass.
“We filed an insurance claim, but if 
we don’t get it then Insomniac is hold­
ing the bill,” she said.
ASl public relations ctxirdinator 
Michelle Bnx)m said it is ASPs “gtxxl 
will” obligation to pay for new wire 
glass and adding a dead bolt to the store 
because it is in their building.
InsiTmniac U. is offering a reward for 
anyone who has any information that 
will lead to recovering the merchandise 
or solving the case.
SLO rental market
Business as usual?
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Valencia A partm ents  (above) m an ager M ylea Christensen said she expects a decline in leasing  
d u e  to  th e  new  Cal Poly on-cam pus housing.
By Laura Newman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
New housing projects are sprout­
ing up all over the Cal Poly campus. 
Twice as many students are expect­
ed to live on campus in the next 
three years. Although designed to 
alleviate scime of the student hous­
ing shortage in San Luis Obispo,
on-campus housing may potentially 
be harmful to local businesses.
The increased number of on- 
campus residents will be in direct 
comp>etition to student apartment 
complexes like Mustang Village, 
Valencia Apartments, Stenner 
Glen and Murray Station, but rep­
resentatives from these complexes 
say they aren’t worried.
“We aren’t too concerned about 
renting, because Cal Poly is also 
steadily increasing their enroll­
ment,” said Murray Station manag­
er Stephanie List.
Cal Poly has projected an enroll­
ment increase of aKiut 20 percent, 
raising the number of admitted stu-
see HOUSING, page 14
U.S. helicopter shot down In Iraq
tA eÉBA D
WASHINGTON (A P) —  A U.S. 
Army Black Hawk helicopter was 
shot down south of Baghdad 
Wednesday, military officials said. 
There were conflicting rept>rts on 
the number of casualties.
Pentagon officials said seven sol­
diers alxTard the 
helicopter were 
/  ' iJll^ killed and four
were wounded 
and rescued. 
U .S. Central 
C o m m a n d  
headquarters in 
Qatar released a statement saying six 
were believed to have been aboard 
and “casualties have not been con­
firmed at this point.”
The helicopter was downed by 
small-arms fire near Karbala, 
Pentagon officials said. The 
Euphrates River city was the site of 
fierce fighting between the Army’s 
3rd Infantry Division and Iraqi 
trcxips, including Republican Guard 
forces.
The Black Hawk was the second 
U.S. helicopter to go down in com ­
bat. An Army Apache assault heli­
copter went down March 24 during 
an assault on Republican Guard 
forces; its two pilots were captured 
by Iraqis.
The U H -60 Black Hawk is one of 
the Army’s main utility and troop
U.S.forces close in on Baghdad, 
batter Republican Guard
By David Espo
AP SI>ECIAL CORRESPONDENT
American forces fought their 
way to within sight of the Baghdad 
skyline on Wednesday, and officials 
claimed the destruction of a pair of 
once-menacing Republican Guard 
divisions. Some Iraqis discarded 
their military uniforms by the road­
side to hide their identity.
Bombs shook the capital as 
Army and Marine armored 
columns tcx)k separate, converging
paths toward the city from the 
south. “The dagger is clearly point­
ed” at the heart of Saddam 
Hussein’s regime, said Brig. Gen. 
Vincent Brooks.
The rapid advances brought 
thousands of trcxips within the red 
zone —  an imaginary line on the 
map near the capital where Iraqi 
use of weapons of mass destruction 
is miist feared. Trix)p.s in some lead 
Army units donned chemical pro-
see BAGHDAD, page 4
transport helicopters. Each is flown 
by a crew of four and can carry up to 
11 soldiers.
The helicopters are equipped with 
advanced avionics and electronics, 
such as global positioning systems 
and night-vision equipment.
A  Black Hawk crashed in a 
remote, wooded area of Fort Drum, 
N.Y., during a training exercise last 
month, killing 11 of the 13 soldiers 
aboard.
In February, a Black Hawk 
crashed during night training in the
Kuwaiti desert, killing all four crew 
members. The Kuwaiti military' said 
sandstorms were reported in the area 
at the time the chopper went down.
In January, an M H-60, an adapted 
version of the Black Hawk, crashed 
during training near Bagram Air 
Base in Afghanistan, killing four 
members of an elite aviation regi­
ment.
> See page 4 for more coverage 
on U.S. troops in Iraq.
Poly ranks among most 
selective universities
By Chrissy Roth
MLKTANG DAH.V CONTRIBUTOR
Cal Poly students will now have 
one more thing to boast abtTut, as 
they belong to the fourth-most 
selective public university in the 
nation.
Only University of California at 
Berkeley, University of California at 
Li>s Angeles and The Ccillegc of 
William and Mary are more selec­
tive than Poly, said Provost Paul 
Zigg.
This year, about 25 ,000  high 
school and prospective transfer stu­
dents applied to Cal Poly for the 
upcoming fall quarter. Of those 
applicants, 9 ,100  students were 
accepted. TTiis 37 percent accep­
tance rate ranks Cal Poly amongst 
the chotTsiest universities in the 
nation.
The average student accepted to 
Cal Poly had an approximate 3.86  
GPA and 1,234 SAT score.
“We’re in the absolute top eche­
lon of institutions in terms of com­
petitiveness for admission,” Zingg 
said.
An estimated 3,500 students will 
end up enrolling in Cal Poly next 
fall. About 2,800 of the newly-
“We’re in the absolute top 
echelon of institutions in 
terms o f competitiveness 
for admission^
Paul Zingg
Provost
accepted students will enter Cal 
Poly as freshmen and 700 will come 
in as transfers.
This will bring the undergraduate 
total to alxiut 17,120 students. Next 
fall there will also be approximately 
1,000 graduate students, said Bonnie 
Krupp, deputy director of 
Institutional Planning and Analysis.
The number of Cal Poly appli­
cants has been increasing since 
1993, when only 11,740 students 
applied to the university. AKiut 
18,100 students applied five years 
ago and 24,000 applied last year.
“This means people are increas­
ingly aware of us, increasingly aware 
of the quality of what we do and are 
attracted to us for all the right rea­
sons,” Zingg said. “Our students love 
being here. There’s a pxrsitive buzz
see SELEaiVE, page 2
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¡ Í  ¿S i V'' r- A  Poly couple vies for Sac's 'most romantic'
5-Day Forecast
FRIDAY
High: 6 2 °/Low: 44°
SATURDAY
High: 64°/Low: 41°
SUNDAY
High: 66®/Low: 44°
MONDAY
High: 69®/Low: 48®
TUESDAY
High:73®/Low:47®
m:
Today's Sun
Rises: 5f47 am j Sets: 6:26 p.m.
Today's Mooi^
Rises: 654 a,m./Sets: 8:24 p.m.
Today's Tides
Low: 4:47 a m ./ .43 feet 
High: 10:56 a .m ./ 3.9 feet 
Low: 4:29 p .m ./1.34 feet 
High: 10:39 p.m. /  4.8 feet
By Stacee D om ing
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
An untorf'etralTlc 21st hirthday place.s a pair ot 
Cal Poly sweethearts in the running for 
Sacramento’s Most Rirmantic Couple.
When political science senior Katie Freeman 
and mechanical engineering scvnior Jed Stevens 
started dating almost tour years ago, they said they 
never suspected that one day they would become 
engaged and compete in such a competition.
Denise Freeman, Katie’s mother, told the couple 
about a contest in Sacramento Magazine to win a 
$30,000 wedding and the title of Sacramento’s 
Most Romantic Couple.
“We entered totally on a whim,” Freeman said. 
“We thought we had a good chance.”
With nothing to lo.se. Freeman and Stevens sub­
mitted their entry on March 1. The contest 
required each couple to enter a 75-word essay 
explaining why they should he chosen. Due to the 
essay’s short length. Freeman and Stevens decided 
to write a pLiem.
“Neither of us are poets, hut we played around 
with it, and it ended up working out,” Stevens said.
Their poem was a success, and the couple has 
made it to the final round, where they will compete 
with four other couples. They will appear today on 
“Gcxjd Morning Sacramento” for an interview 
about their relationship. After all the couples have 
been interviewed, the internet polls will open and 
the public will be able to chixise the winners at 
www.upn31.com. The poll will be open from 10 
a.m. today to 9 a.m. Friday.
Their poem was aKnit their engagement. The 
couple was studying abroad in Australia when 
Stevens popped the question. After discussing the 
issue of marriage, the two decided that getting mar­
ried would have to wait. Little did Freeman know, 
however, that the decision was all part of Stevens’ 
plan to surprise her.
• COURTESY PHOTO
Cal Poly po litical science senior Katie Freem an and m echanical eng ineering  senior Jed 
Stevens are com peting  fo r Sacramento's M ost Rom antic Couple.
“1 convinced her a week ahead of time that get­
ting married would be ttxT hard financially, so it 
would be a complete surprise to her,” Stevens said.
Stevens made the proper arrangements for the 
big day, which he planned to be Freeman’s 21st 
birthday. He drew up sketches of rings and chose 
one of his designs, which he gave to a jeweler to 
make for his bride-to-be. Because he was in 
Australia, Stevens wrote a letter to Freeman’s 
father, asking tor his daughter’s hand in marriage.
With all the preparations in order, Stevens pro-
posed while the couple watched the sunrise at 
Byron’s Bay on the morning of Oct. 18.
“1 was completely flcxjred,” Freeman said. “1 don’t 
even remember saying ‘yes.’”
Freeman and Stevens met during a history class 
in their sophomore year of high schix)l at Ponderosa 
High School in Shingle Springs —  between 
Sacramento and Lake Tahoe. They remained 
triends until the day after their high schcxil gradua­
tion, when they decided to become a couple, and 
have been inseparable ever since, Stevens said.
SELECTIVE
continued from page 1
around Cal Poly.”
The provost attributes the abun­
dance ot applicants to numerous fac­
tors, including an outstanding admis­
sions department, strong leadership 
around campus and effective use ot 
technology as a means of communi­
cations.
“We have the best admissions 
operation in the system,” Zingg said. 
“W hat the admissions department 
has accomplished is cutting edge in 
marketing, recruitment and out­
reach.”
Zingg also credited campus mem­
bers for promoting Cal Poly’s positive 
reputation as a great schixrl to be a 
part of.
“A lot of it is informal and word of 
mouth,” he said. “The best spxrkes- 
people for Cal Poly are students and 
alumni.”
History junior Erica Roa believes 
the high rate of applicants is due to 
the pre-existing students at the uni­
versity.
“It shows we have an extraordinary 
reputation and highly intellectual 
students,” she said. “Only the best of
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Going to Eumpe?
Planning on travelling this summer? 
Discounted Student & Faculty 
Summer airfares are in...and going fast! 
Purchase your Eurailpass and receive 
Free
a detailed European Rail Map & Timetable.
Call in or e-mail your request!
Phone: 783-7(M)0 K-M ail: slo@tvltm.com 
Or stop by and see us at Marsh & Broad w/free parking.
M ariju an a
Did you know that an infraction for using 
marijuana or other drugs, including alcohol, 
could cost you your driving privilege tor a ye£
Don’t  plead guilty till you talk to a lawyer! 
Call for a free Initial consultation today.
Jeffrey D. Stulberg
Attorney at Law
544-7693
www.stulberg.com
Summer in Spain
Spanish f^niiguage Immersion Program
General Information Meeting
Thursday, April 3 , 11am
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 221
Courses offer«! thi.s summer: Span lai. Span I2U, Span 1U4, 
Span 301. Hum 310, Goeg 308. Psyc 301, Psvc 314
Summer 2003 - Valladolid
for further iiiformation. •.•«ntact:
Dr. Paul Hilt|wld, 756-2885, 
email philtpc*l@calpoly.«!u
Dr. William Martiiu*r„ 756-2889, 
email wnartinefa calpoly.edu
Continuing Education at 756-20,5;i, 
e-mail continuing-cdfo'calpoly.t'du
http://vvwv\.eontinuing-ed calpoly.edu/travel sp.iin html
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National Briefs
Pentagon ousting Rivera for 
allegedly disclosing unautho­
rized inform ation about troops
NEW YORK —  While veteran 
reporter Peter Arnett wasted no time 
l‘)egimtinf' his new career as a weekly 
newspaper commentator, it wasn’t 
clear whether Geraldo Rivera’s future 
as a Fox News Chaimel correspondent 
in Iraq in clear.
Military officials accused Rivera of 
disclosing unauthorized information 
about inilitar>' movements after a 
report Monday in which he scjuatted in 
the desert and outlined military move­
ments in the dirt.
The Pentagon said that Fox had 
agreed to remove Rivera from his post­
ing with U.S. troops in Iraq.
With the 101st Airborne Division 
involved in fighting, Lt. Col. Dave 
LaPan said Wt*dnesday he wasn’t sure 
whether they had a chance to take 
Rivera exit of Iraq. Fox has agreed to 
stop Rivera’s repwits until he’s gone, he 
said.
A Fox News Channel spokesman 
did not immediately return a tele­
phone call seeking comment on 
Wednesday. The Daily News, quoting 
an unnamed spokesman, reported 
Wednesday that Rivera had “volun­
teered" to go to Kuwait, where he will 
continue to report on the war. The 
piaper said he’d face no disciplinary 
action.
Federal judge rejects appeal in 
1991 Pennsylvania stalking mur­
der; love triangle
PHILADELPHIA —  A woman
convicted of killing a high schoeil rival 
in 1991 kxst her latest appeal when a 
federal judge nded that she “is not, arid 
never will he, inmx:ent of this crime.”
U.S. District Judge Anita Brexly on 
Tuesday rejected Lisa Michelle 
Lambert’s claims that prosecutors and 
police officers hid documents, 
destroyed evidence and lied on the 
witness stand.
Limhert and a friend were convict­
ed of first-degree murder for slitting the 
throat of 16-year-old Laurie Show in 
an East Lampeter Township condo­
minium. Prosecutors said Lambert 
thought Show was romantically 
involved with her boyfriend. The 
boyfriend, Lawrence Yunkin, was con­
victed of driving the getaway car.
Prosecutors vow not to  retry  
Texas drug convictions th a t crit­
ics call racially m otivated
TULIA, Texas —  Prosecutors said 
38 defendants arrested in a controver­
sial 1999 drug sting won’t be retried 
after a judge ruled their convictions 
were based on questionable testimony 
from a single undercover agent accused 
of racial prejudice.
Hours after retired state district 
judge Ron Chapman urged the Texas 
Court of Criminal Ap»peals to grant 
new trials for the defendants, a special 
prosecutor vowed Tuesday to dismiss 
the cases if they were sent back.
“We’ll dismi.ss them,’’ said Rod 
Hobson, a special prosecutor assigned 
to the case that has spurred probes by 
the justice Department and the Texas' 
attorney general. “It would be foolish 
for us to go forward.”
The cases involved an 18-month
undercover investigation by former 
sheriff’s officer Tom Coleman. Mast of 
the defendants he arrested in this pre­
dominantly white Texas Panhandle 
town were black.
Tlieir arrests on charges of possess­
ing and selling cocaine hinged on 
Coleman’s testimony. He worked 
alone and used no audio or video sur­
veillance.
No dmgs were ever found during 
the arrests and little or^o corroborat­
ing evidence was introduced at trial. 
The' Texas American Civil Liberties 
Union suggested discrimination was 
behinil the arrests and that they were 
intended to eliminate Tulia’s black 
population. Qileman is white.
IntemationalBrids
Israelis, Palestinians reportedly  
m eet for security talks as army  
arrests 11  suspected militants
JERUSALEM —  Israeli troops 
backed by gunships and tanks rounded 
up hundreds of men in the West Bank 
town of Tulkarem on Wednesday and 
demolished the home of a jailed 
Palestinian accused in a string of 
attacks.
Soldiers encircled the town with 
barbed wire to prevent people from 
leaving as they searched homes.
All but seven of those detained 
were later released. Four other suspect­
ed militants were arrested elsewhere in 
the West Bank.
Also Wednesday, Mahmoud Abbas, 
the recently named Palestinian prime 
minister, met with political leaders in 
the Gaza Strip to discuss the formation 
of his new cabinet.
Abbas also met in recent days with 
leaders of Hamas, the militant group 
that has claimed responsibility for 
dozens of attacks killing hundreds of 
Israelis. Abbas has been trying to per­
suade Hamas and the smaller Islamic 
jihad to end, or at least suspend, terror 
attacks against Israelis.
Powell seeks restraints on 
Turkish forces, m ore m ilitary  
cooperation
ANKARA, Turkey —  Tlie United 
States and Turkey agreed Wednestlay 
on an “early warning” system to avert 
friction between Turkey and Iraqi 
Kurds.
The agreement, worked out by 
Secretary of State Colin Powell and a 
Turkish leader, was designexl to reduce 
any likelihcxxl of Turkey moving mili­
tary forces into northern Iraq.
At a joint news conference. Foreign 
Minister Abdullah Gul of Turkey said 
“new dtxjrs will open for us” in cooper­
ating with the United States.
Powell said Turkey also had agreed 
to facilitate delivery of humanitarian 
assistance to Iraqi civilians and fuel 
supplies to coalition forces. He said 
enhanced military coxiperation, such 
as evacuating wounded troops through 
Turkey or allowing coalition planes in 
distress to land in Turkey, was under 
consideration.
Powell said he hoped the new joint 
arrangement would be concluded 
within a week lUid that Iraqi Kurds 
wiHild ccKiperate.
“We have the situation under con­
trol,” he said. “TTiere is no need for
movement of tnxips across the border.”
Rockets fired at U.S. base in 
Afghanistan; tw o men detained  
w ith weapons
BAGRAM, Afghanistan —  TTree 
explosions apparently cansed by nx:k- 
ets sh(x»k a U.S. military post in the 
eastern Afghan city of Asadabad, an 
Amiy spokeswoman said Wednesday.
The attack late Tuesday and early 
Wednesday led U.S. soldiers to call in 
B-1 Kimbers and A -10 aircraft, though 
the planes didn’t strike, Capt. Alayne 
Cramer said. No U.S. soldiers were 
injured.
Anti-U.S. forces including rem­
nants of al-Qaida, fugitives from the 
fonner Taliban regime or loyalists of 
renegade rebel leader Gulbuddin 
Hekmatyar are believed to be behind 
frequent rocket attacks on the 
American-led coalition fighting terror­
ism in Afghanistan.
Tlie rockets almost always miss 
their mark, and no coalition forces 
have ever been injured by such firings, 
U.S. military officials have said.
A patrol of U.S. soldiers investigat­
ing a rocket launch site near the east­
ern city of Garde: came under small 
amvs fire from a walled compound late 
Tuesday, Cramer said.
An investigation of the ctimpound 
“revealed a group of Afghan militia 
force soldiers had fired at the U.S. sol­
diers inadvertently,” she told reporters 
at Bagram Air Base, headquarters for 
the international coalition. No one was 
injured.
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
news editor Andra Coberly.
SPORTS
PGA of America
For moro inforro«tion c^l 7S6-1366 
or visit WWW êsi colpoly.odu/rocaportt
Session 1: W, 12 • 2 p.m. 
Session 2: R, 12-2  p.m. 
Co«t S30
Class maximum: 
Sign-up Deadline: 
9 weeks: 
Location:
Instructor. Jim Coles
12 per session 
Tues., April 8, 3 p.m. 
April 9 - June 5 
Morro Bay Golf Course
ssons
The focus is on non-golfers who want 
to learn the game Gain an 
appreciation of swirrg fundarrrentals. 
equipment rules, speed of play, 
etiquette, the course, golf 
organaations and govemirrg bodies 
and the history of the game. Balls 
provided arxl golf dub hatf sets will be 
available for check out. k '
NO ONE who rides a bicycle likes to stop. 
Stopping is for losers. But ignoring stop 
signs is just plain dumb. First, you can be 
popped with a ticket and hefty fine. 
Second, you might just get pcipped by a 
vehicle -  then you’re not so fine.
Ihc University ofMontana
S u m m e r  S e m e ^ ite r2 0 0 3
Reading your favorite literature as you watch the sun rise over the beautiful 
Rocky Mountains
Hearing the unique song of the Western Meadowlark as you study its body 
structure and flight patterns .
Inhaling the sweet fragrance of mountain wildflowers as you create prose
L n a g l n e ' . . .
Experiencing the beauty of Montana as you form new friendships in 
student-centered classes
Enjoying the mountainous views as you study the history of rock and roll
Spending your Summer in a learning environment as you enjoy the benefits 
of a community large enough to support a diverse culture, yet small 
enough to provide a friendly atmosphere
Immersing yourself in Big Sky Country as you learn about Montana culture
Escape to The University of Montana where you 
can balance academics with recreation and relaxation,
Register today and enjoy UM's relaxed campus atmosphere, 
innovative course offerings and exciting outdoor activities.
For more information, visit 
montanasummer.com or call 406-243-4470
m o Ÿ x t c i i ' X a i i u i t m e r . c o m
STOP THE CYCLE
T  '
• N ever ride against traffic
• O bey traffic laws as if you were driving  
a vehicle
• Ride defensively; assume drivers don’t 
see you
So rem em ber. Stop the C ycle .
KAN tUl9 votici OlVAKTMINT
• 4
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U.S. troops prepare for hazardous urban warfare
By Richard Pyle
ASSCXIIATED PRESS WRITER
As U.S. tnx)ps moved ever closer to 
Bafjhdad Wednesday, their comman­
ders already had hints from Basra and 
other cities of what to expect: armed 
resistance from guerrilla hands, many 
in civilian garb, staging hit and run 
attacks and firing small arms from con­
cealed positions, with civilians some­
times trapped in the crossfire.
U.S. plans for the battle of Baghdad 
are a closely held secret, but training 
before the war included drills m mock 
urban neighborhtxids in Kuwait.
Urban combat is as old as war itself 
—  and it’s a nightmare scenario fraught 
with special perils for any army 
attemj: ting to capture a large, populat­
ed area. Some experts say an anny 
fighting in the streets should expect to 
lose about a third of its force in killed, 
wounded and missing.
“Attack cities only when there is no 
alternative," Sun T:u cautioned in his 
classic 5th century EIC treatise, “The 
Art of War.”
In September, the U.S. JiTint Chiefs
of Start issued a study on urban combat, 
calling it “the most difficult and costly 
type” of operation, one that has “his­
torically extracted a terrible price on 
attacker, defender and noncombatant 
alike.”
IXiring World War 11, the Soviet 
defenders of Stalingrad outlasted a 
powerful German army in a ferocious 
1942 siege that doomed Hitler’s east­
ward conquest. Later, .A^merican and 
British mxips captured city after city in 
the grueling victory' dash across west­
ern Europe —  .some easily, others not.
In the Korean War’s major urban 
battles, U.S. and South Korean forces 
lost Seoul to invading North Koreans 
in June 1950 and then took it hack 
three months later. While overall 
.American casualties were not massive, 
one company of the 5th Marines lost 
176 of its 206 men in the recapture.
Urban combat came to Vietnam 
during the communists’ 1968 Tet 
Offensive, in which guerrilla units 
attacked dozens of South Vietnam’s 
cities and towns, expecting to trigger a 
popular uprising against the Saigon
government.
That did not tKCur, but damage and 
casualties were exteasive. Street fight­
ing raged in Saigon; Ben Tre became 
the city “destroyed in order to save it”; 
and Hue was ruined in a monthlong 
siege by U.S. and government forces>to 
recapture the Citadel, the seat of 
Vietnam’s impjji'rial past.
Every such battle provides lessons 
for future forces. In World War II, at 
Hue, and in Beirut’s civil war in the 
mid-1970s, attackers discovered that 
reducing ma.sonry buildings to rubble 
effectively creates even better fortress­
es and outpiTsts for enemy snipers.
In a 1998 symposium on urban war­
fare, generals Ernest Cheatham and 
George Christmas, who led Marine 
units at Hue, said the battle taught the 
need to vusualize a tactical situation as 
the enemy sees it and to use bullets 
with “less ricochet” to protect friendly 
trixTps and civilians. They also found 
that ordinary tourist maps from gas sta­
tions are better for urban warfare than 
highly detailed military maps.
“Both generals emphasized that
urban tactics ... must be very flexible to 
meet a constant change in the close 
quarter combat situation,” a report on 
the symposium said.
Perhaps most iastnictive for Central 
Command’s Baghdad planning is the 
1992 battle of Mogadishu, Somalia, a 
debacle that killed 18 Army Rangers 
after two helicopters were shot down.
The incident, portrayed in the IxxTk 
and film “Black Hawk Down,” showed 
the extreme difficulty of putting trotips 
into a crowded city where hundreds of 
armed defenders can fire automatic 
weapons and rocket-propelled 
grenades at infantrymen and vulnera­
ble helicopters from clo.se range.
Speaking on condition of anonymi­
ty, a military officer who is an expert in 
training said Wednesday that tactics 
have been refined since Mogadishu to 
avoid the mistakes made there —  one 
being assurances that infantry in an 
assault have backup from tanks, air­
craft and artillery, which was not pro­
vided in the Somalia fiasco.
Military analysts say one American 
strategy for Baghdad envisions the use
of small commando teams to carry out 
quick, focused missions —  such as cap­
turing caches of weapons of mass 
destruction or striking at Iraq’s senior 
leaders, including Saddam Hussein.
But U.S. planners wouldn’t talk 
about whether the U.S. infantry and 
tank battalions now smashing against 
Republican Guard defenders outside 
Baghdad would be used in a classic 
frontal assault on the city itself.
“If we got into the situation where 
there was combat in the city, I’m com­
fortable that our forces know how to do 
that even though we prefer to prevent 
that from happening,” Gen. Peter 
Pace, who led a Marine platcxm at Hue 
and is now vice chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs, told The New York Times.
Retired Army Gen. John Abrams, 
who ser\'ed in Vietnam, the Gulf War 
and Kosovo, said another component 
of the strategy would be an attempt to 
persuade Iraqi trixips not to sacrifice 
their lives for a dictator whose tenure Is 
short.
BAGHDAD
continued from page 1
tection suits, and Marine helicopter 
pilots were ordered to be prepared to 
do so.
The military campaign unfolded as 
Pfc. Jessica Lynch, a 19-year-old pris­
oner of war freed in a nighttime res­
cue, was flown to Gennany for med­
ical treatment.
But the joy over her freedom was 
tempered by word that the special 
forces who rescued her also found 11 
bodies. “We have reason to believe 
some of them were Americans,” said 
Navy Capt. Frank Thorp.
Increasingly, there were signs that 
Iraqi civilians were eager for the 
arrival of invading forces. Some 
smiled and waved as Marines rolled 
through Nasiriyah in tanks and other
military vehicles.
There were moments of humanity, 
as well, in the 2-week-old war. In 
Nasiriyah, American snipers sum­
moned help for an Iraqi woman in 
labor in a pickup truck. Navy 
Hospitalman 1st Class Kyle Morris 
delivered a healthy baby and named 
her “America.”
“It was a pretty cool way to start 
the day,” he said.
But there was bad news, too. The
U.S. Central Command, which is 
overseeing the war, said it was inves­
tigating reports that warplanes had 
bombed a Red Crescent maternity 
hospital in Baghdad.
l^spite the gaiivs on the battle­
field, Defense Secretary Donald H. 
Runcsfeld and others cautioned that 
some of the toughest fighting of the 
military campaign may lie ahead, 
seeking to dampen speculation that 
the war might end quickly.
r
What you need to know
about the
Middle East ConfUct 
but won’t hear in class.
Four Experts, Four Perspectives
C o o k ie  Lo m m el
Author,'Speaker,' 
Founder ¡Executive 
Director Operation Unity
M ark P a re d e s
Press Attache,
Los Angeles Consulate 
General of Israel
R o b e rta  P o lla c k  Se id , 
Ph .D .
Historian. Journalist
T ash b ih  S ayye d
International Expert 
on Terrorism
History. Human rights. Democracy.
Diversity. Moderate Islam.
When: Tuesday, April 8th at 7:00 p.m.
Where: Cal Poly Theatre Free &? Open to the Public
Questions: Call 805-756*2706 
Sponsored by The College of Liberal Arts the Departments of History and Journalism
Get perspective on the issues 
that impact the road to peace.
As an engineer in 
the U.S. Air Force, 
there’s no telling 
what you’l l  work on.
(Serio u sly , we can ’t  t e l l  you.)
United States Air Force applied  
technology is years ahead of what 
you’ll touch in the private sector, and 
a s  a new engineer you’ll likely be 
involved at the ground level of new and 
som etim es classified developments. 
You’ll begin leading and managing 
within this highly respected group 
from day one. Find out w hat’s waiting 
behind the sce n e s for you in the 
Air Force today. To request m ore  
inform ation, ca ll 1-8 0 0 -4 2 3 -U S A F  
or log on to airforce.com .
U .S .A IR  F O R C E
C R O S S  I N T O  T H E  B L U E
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We designed our 
corporate ladder to make 
it easier to succeed.
d ' f r• i •  • >1^
At Ernst & Young, you will be given the best tools 
to work with, such as the latest technology, 
information and resources. And our challenging, 
high-paced environment will stretch and grow 
your capabilities, increasing your opportunities for 
leadership all along the way. Step on.
FORTUNE* 
TO WORK FOR
ASI's bigger 
budget 
creates new  
responsibilities
By O lga Berdial
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR
As part ot a studerrt-approved fee 
increase last year, ASI now receives 
$40 each quarter of additional money 
from every student to fund club ser­
vices in the Epicenter, events and 
programs like Poly Escapes, said 
Diana Cozzi, assistant director ot pro­
grams for ASI.
The total ASI budget has 
increased from $2.5 million to $3.3 
million.
For the programming section of 
ASI, $115,000 a year goes toward 
events. This amount is a significant 
increase from last year’s budget of 
$27,000, Cozzi said.
W ith the additional student 
money, Cozzi said tf)ore are more 
events offered f o r ' Sòme of 
these include th^: Grounds
series, the film series, comedians and 
speakers.
‘“8 Mile’ and ‘Jackass’ were 
favorites,” said Amy Vickerman, ASI 
student' events assistant and recre­
ation administration senior. “The 
procrastination station (during finals 
week) and University Union hour 
also always have big turnouts.”
Vickerman said, however, that it’s 
difficult to gauge an event’s success 
based on its attendance.
“It’s hard because ASI’s mission is 
to provide entertainment for every­
one, not just the mainstream,” 
Vickerman said.
Cozzi also .said an event’s turnout 
does not accurately measure whether 
it was well received by students or 
not.
“I always try not to base the success 
of an event on how many people 
show up,” Cozzi said. “I judge the suc­
cess of an event on the people who 
are there, and what they get out of it.”
ASI sends out weekly e-mails, pub­
licizes on the digital marquees and 
has a Web site. Still, one of the most 
frustrating dilemmas is raising aware­
ness ot the ASI sponsored events, 
Vickerman said.
“At every single event a group of 
students will come and ask who’s 
putting it on,” she said. “Student 
money is paying for these events, so 
they have a right to know what we’re 
doing.”
She also noted that if students are 
aware of the events but feel they do 
not meet their needs, they can join 
the event committee that ch(x>ses 
what activities to sponsor.
Another area created as a result ot 
the ASI fee increase is the responsi­
bility of ASI to oversee club services. 
Cozzi said.
Before the increase, Cozzi said 
Student Life and Leadership had 
most of the club responsibilities, 
while ASI was in charge of the club 
accounting.
After the creation of the Epicenter, 
ASI was able to solidify the club com­
ponent under one nxif, and currently 
oversees all aspects of club services 
and programs. Cozzi said.
“If a new group wants to form, they 
bring all their bylaws and information 
here, and we review them and then 
forward them to Student Life and 
Leadership for university recogni­
tion,” she said.
ASI also recently created an inter­
club council, which unifies represen­
tatives from various clubs.
see FEES, page 14
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Distinguished Lecturer Award Nominations
The Cal I’oly chapter of the California Faculty Association (CFA) is seeking nominations for the “Distinguished Lecturer Award.” Though 
categorized as “temporary,” some lecturers have taught at Cal Poly for ten years or more. Lecturers work without job security and often 
without health benefits and are ineligible for most teaching awards. Nonetheless, some of Cal Poly's best teachers are lecturers.
We encourage students and faculty to nominate a lecturer they think is deserving of special recognition. This is your chance to make your
voice heard. Three $500 awards will be presented at CFA’s end-of-the-year banquet in June.
Below is a list of lecturers at Cal Poly. Please take a moment to peruse the list to see if there is someone you would like to nominate (if you’re 
a student, it may be that your favorite instructor is a lecturer). Then write or e-mail the nominee’s name and reasons supporting your 
nominationto the address below. The CFA Lecturer Award criteria may include teaching, scholarship, service, and leadership. Thank you.
NAMt: DIPARTMKNT
Ms Mary K Harrington Writinii Skills
Ms Sheryi O'Neill Mathematics
Ms Susan Andersen Accounlinn
Mr Rofîer Hishop Accountinn
Ms Michelle Kissonnelle Accounting
Mr Daniel Cashier Aciounting
Ms Trisha ('ru/ Accounting
Dr Michael Garrison Accounting
Mr (. Manslield Accounting
Dr (Christopher Perello Accounting
Dr Paul Phillips Accounting
Mr John Ronca Accounting
Ms Elisabeth Sperow Accounting
Ms IX'bra Wacker Accounting
Ms Hilda /atarías Accounting
Dr James Anderson Aerospace Eng
Mr Joshua Berrian Aerospace Eng
Dr Eltahry Elghandour Aerospace Eng
Mr David Hall Aerospace Eng
Ms Kristina Jameson Aerospace Eng
Mr Edward Leaphart Aerospace Eng
Ms Kimberly Kellah Ag Ed
Mr David Jones Ag Ed
Ms Kerry Cochran Agrl Bus
Mr Ronald De Vong Agri Bus
Mr I'homas Erawley Agri Bus
Ms Jacky Hildebrand Agri Hus
Mr Rudy Pompa Agri Bus
Mr Bradley Rickard Agri Hus
Ms Marcy Villa Agri Bus
Ms Detrorah Beckett Animal Science
Ms Wendy Hall Animal Science
Mr JtK“! Judge Animal Science
Ms Kathryn Murphy Animal Science
Mr Damon Ho Architectural Eng
Ms Hillary Lynne Architectural Eng
Mr Frederick Potthast Architectural Eng
Mr Larry Ralo Architectural Eng
Mr Dennis Shallenberger Architectural Eng
Mr Richard Beller Architecture
Mr Mark Cabrinha Architecture
Mr Charles Croiser Architecture
Mr Thomas Disanto Architecture
Mr Janies Franklin Archlicclure
Mr Brent Freeby Archltt*cture
Ms L. Grover Architecture
Mr Curtis Illingworth Architecture
Mr Kent Macdonald Architecture
Ms Alice Mueller Architc« ture
Mr Robert Pena Architecture
Mr Scott Schhmgen Architecture
Mr Richard Schmidt Architecture
Mr Bruce SllverEHCg Architecture
Mr Elbert Speldel Architecture
Mr t.eorge Stewart Architecture
Ms Mary White Architecture
Mr Keith Wiley Architecture
Mr Barry Williams Architecture
Mr Gregory Wynn Architecture
Ms Margarlda Yin Archliecture
Ms Tera GalantI Art & Design
Ms Teresa Hagiva Art & IX'SIgn
Ms Sandra Johnsein Art tit Design
Dr Melinda Loren/ Art *  lEesIgn
Mr IMerre Rademaker Art tk IVsIgn
Mr Henry Wesscls Art St llesign
Mr Keith (.mwe Rio Ag Eng
Mr Gregory Lampman Bio Ag Eng
Mr Tom Mastín Bio Ag Eng
Mr RoEiert Re-ese Bio Ag Eng
Mr Stuart Styles Bio Ag Lng
Mr Gary WelsenEicrger Bio Ag Eng
Mr Mit hael Curto Biologleal Science
Ms Nancy Marsh Biological Science
Dr Donald llnkel Biological Se ience
Dr Cieorgr Snow Biological Science
Ms Andrea WateiTni y  Biological Science
Mr John Lee CA< ..
Mr John Corcoran CENG
l>r Robert treckett C.ENG
Mr Ron Llsworth (^ ENG
Ms Helene Finger CENG
Mr Jelfrey Gerfen CENG
Mr Jcflrey Gerfen CENG
Mr Martin Koch CENG
Mr Gary Perks CENG
Mr David Ring CENG
Dr (ieorge Sackman tlENG
Mr John Tucker CENG
Ms Diana Wells CENG
Dr Mel Yu f .ENG
Dr Karl Bailey Chem St Bio
Dr Brenda Baker (^hem St Bio
Dr Dolores Berber Chem *  Bio
Ms Kerl Clemens Chem St Bio
Mr Michael Comaire Chem St Bio
Dr William Epstein Chem *  Bio
Ms Kerry Friend Chem *  Bio
l>r Stephen Klzlto Chem St Bio
Ms Carol Lowell Chem St Bio
Ms Sue Mct.iure (;hem St Bio
Dr Kristen Melsenhclmer ('hem *  Bio
Dr Grace NeiT Chem St Bio
Dr Lorraine Rellick t;hem St Bio
Dr Robin Shrayer (;hem St Bio
l>r Murty Tanikella Chem St Bio
Dr Victor Vllchlz ( hem & Bio
Mr Chris Clark (dty Reglo
Mr Paul Crawford City Reglo
NAME DEPARTMENT
Dr John Gorlorwulu City Regio
Mr Michael Morrow (dty Regio
Mr Michael Multari City Regio
Ms Zeljka Pavlovich Howard City Regio
Mr Richard Schmidt City Regio
Ms Eli/.aheth Wise City Regio
Mi Hugo Conti Civil Envi
Mr Kevin Devaney Civil Envi
Dr Ellahiy Elghandour (dvil Envi
Mr Jeflrey Gerten Civil Envi
Mr Eugene Jud Civil Envi
Ms Melinda Keller Civil Envi
Ms Kimberley Mastako Civil Envi
Mr Patrick McNeill Civil Envi
Ms Rebekah Oulton C.ivil Envi
Mr Ronald Richman Civil Envi
Mr Leonard Schlosser Civil Envi
Mr Michael Wallace Civil Envi
Ms Diana Wells Civil Envi
Dr Russell Westmann Civil Envi
Mr John YaroslaskI Civil Envl
Dr John Dalbey Computer Science
Dr ('harles Dana Jr Computer Science
Mr Donald Erickson Computer Science
Ms Lori Fisher C'omputer Science
Mr Richard Fryer (àimputer Science
Mr Mark Hutchenreuther Computer Science
Mr Hafee/ Jaffer Computer Science
Ms Kimberly Knowles (Computer Science
Ms April Lovelace Computer Science
Mr Alwyn Lytle Computer Science
Mr Kurt Mammen (Computer Science
Mr Kevin O'Gorman Computer Science
Ms Nancy Parham Computer Science
Dr Thomas Phillips Computer Science
Dr Uirraine Rellick (Computer Science
Dr Robert Ross Computer Science
Mr Arthur Rowland (.'omputer Science
Mr John Tucker C.omputcr Science
Mr James Borland Construction Mgmt
Mr Dennis Gler Construction Mgmt
Mr Lonny Simonlan ('»instruction Mgmt
Mr Matt Wall Construction Mgmt
Mr Charles Watry Construction Mgmt
Dr Therese (ainsidinc Dairy Products T(;
Mr Shakeel Rehman Dairy Prexiucts T('
Ms Clare Battista Economics 
Dr Barrie Craven Economics 
Dr Rii hard Eastin Economics 
Mr Herbert Elliott Economics 
Ms Susan Jones Economics 
Dr Timothy Kersten Kcomimlcs 
Ms Sollna Lindahl Economics 
Dr Fanru Meng Economics 
Ms Usa Simon Economics 
Mr Kurosh Behp»iur El«!ct Eng 
Dr Mostala Chlnichlan Elect Eng 
Mr Moll El-Soussl Elect Eng 
Mr David Fowler l.lixt Eng 
Mr Timothy Jackson Elect Eng 
Mr Ell Snell Elect Eng 
Ms lX-lora-Ren«H‘ Sowle Elect Eng 
Mr Raymond Abney English 
Ms Sherrie /\mldo English 
Ms Diana Rernsuin English 
Dr Carol Cunel English 
l>r James Cushing English 
Ms Wendy Dalv English 
Ms Melody De Merit! English 
Ms Sauny IMIls English 
Dr Fhomas I ahy Elnglish 
Mr William Feldman i-nglish 
Ms Mary Forte English 
Ms Annie Gamer English 
Dr Dasrid Hennessee f nglish 
Mr Adam Hill English 
Dr ^Man Howell English 
Mr James Howland English 
Mr Daniel Kirk English 
Ms Karen Kreeger English 
Ms Patricia Ku/netsoff English 
Mr Andrew Maness English 
Ms Barbara Morningstar English 
Ms Cynthia Morrisstin English 
l>r Dianne Olvera English 
Ms Sari Pinto English 
Dr Alison Preston English 
Ms Sharon Rheingans English 
Mr Mark RoN'rts English 
Dr Claudia Royal t nglish 
Ms Mary Schiller English 
Mr (jlen Starkey English 
Ms Lynn Steiner English 
Ms Anne-Marie Strohman English 
Ms Pamllla Tarvin English 
Ms Janis Ward English 
Mr Joel WesiwtxHl English 
Ms Deborah Wilhelm English 
Ms Heidi Wilkinson English 
Dr Carl Wmiton English 
Dr Philip Mabry Ethnic Studies 
Ms Kathleen Martin Ethnic Studies 
Ms Marian Perales Ethnic Studies 
Mr Aamn Rodrigues Ethnic Studies 
Mr Ralph Battles Finam c 
Ms Sharon Dobson Finam c 
Dr Susan Algert Focxl Science 
Ms Susan Gollnick F»K)d Science 
Ms Jana Gonsalves Food Science
NAME DEPARTMENT
Ms Arlene Grant-Holcomb Food Science
Ms Sandra Miller FcKid Science
Ms Shohreh Niku Food Science
Ms Venesa Strong Food Science
Dr Susan Swadener Food Science
Mr Kevin Christian Graph Comm
Mr Thomas Goglio Graph Comm
Mr Anthony Hertz Graph Comm
Ms Melanie Kronemann Graph Comm
Mr Brian Lawler Graph Comm
Mr Kenneth Macro Jr Graph Comm
Dr John Ashbaugh History
Mr John Baranskl History
Dr Lewis Call History
Dr John Orlji History
Dr Gary Steenson History
Mr David Torres-Rouff History
Mr Jonathan Wilson History
Mr Ray Morris Hort&Cr»jp
Mr George Newell Hort&Crop
Mr Robert Conroy Industrial *  Manufact Eng
Dr Robert Crockett Industrial St Manufact Eng
Mr Kristan Hamann Industrial St Manufact Eng
Mr Daniel Howard Industrial St Manulact Eng
Mr Martin Koch Industrial St Manufact Eng
Mr Denis Lee Industrial St Manufact Eng
Mr Gary Perks Industrial St Manufact Eng
Mr Lawrence Rin/el Industrial St Manufact Eng
Mr Jason Roberts Industrial St Manufact Eng
Ms Ll/.abeth Schlemer Industrial St Manufact Eng
Mr Nick Sweeney Industrial & Manufact Eng
Dr Larry Gay Industrial Technology
Mr Rtjdney Hoadley Industrial Technology
Mr David Kimble Industrial Technology
Mr Allen Upper Industrial Technology
Mr Lee Sneller Industrial Technology
Mr G»mrge Brand Journalism
Mr Eric Burdick Journalism
Mr David Colby Journalism
Mr Mark Hucklebridge Journalism
Mr Tom Madsen Journalism
Ms Pati icla Auyong KIncsiolgy
Mr Darren Avrit Kinesiolgy
Ms Alisa Goughnnur KIncsiolgy
Mr Greg Hall Kinesiolgy
Ms Sheila Klrcher Kinesiolgy
Dr Ann Maliszewski Kinesiolgy
Ms Patricia Martin Kinesiolgy
Mr William Meyer Kinesiolgy
Dr Michelle Rltter-Taylor Kinesiolgy
Ms Kimberly Shnxle Kinesiolgy
Mr Larry Will KIncsiolgy
Ms Cathleen C.orictt Landscape Architecture
Mr Philip Dike Landscape Architecture
Mr Joseph Donaldson Landscape Architecture
Mr David Fross Landscape Architecture
Mr William MacElmy Landscape Architecture
Mr Joseph Ragsdale Landscape Architecture
Ms Astrld Reeves landscape Archiuxture
Ms Stratton Semines Landscape Architecture
Mr Jeffrey Smith Landscape Architecture
Dr Kathlixm Friend Uberal Studies
Ms Betty Jennings Uberal Studies
Mr James Miller Uberal Studies
Dr Mohan Agrawal Marketing
Ms Usa Simon Marketing
Mr Gordon Snider Marketing
Dr Stephen V'argo Marketing
Mr David Gibbs Materials Engineering
Mr Vktor Granados Materials Engineering
Mr Geoffrey Ho Materials Engimtering
Mr Timothy Ortlng Materials Engineering
Mr David Garleton Mathematics
Dr Judith ('oakley Mathematics
l>r laxinard Deaton Mathematics
Mr Richard Fisher Mathematics
Ms Svetlana Grishchenko Mathematics
Mr William Hesselgrave Mathematics
Mr William Horst Mathematics
Mr Alberto Jimenez Mathematics
Ms Jane Kennedy Mathematics
Ms Jolynn Knight Mathematics
Mr Michael Mcjllton Mathematics
Ms Donna Morgan Mathematics
Dr Lorraine Rellick Mathematics
Ms Mary Riley Mathematics
Mr James Robertson Mathematics
Ms Jennifer Sanders Mathematics
Dr Todor Todorov Mathematics
Mr Rene VanUngen Mathematics
Ms Mary Cooper Mech Eng
Dr Eltahry Elghandour Mech Eng
Dr Roger Ludin Mixh Eng
Mr Marshall McFarland Mech Eng
Ms ElliHin Rossman Mech Eng
Mr Jon Tarantino Mech Eng
Mr David Thum Mech Eng
Mr Richard Asplund Management
Mr Richard Carter Management
Mr Kevin Cooper Management
Mr Robert Grosse Management
Ms Suzanne Heltzman Management
Ms IFenIse Mortorff Management
Ms Jere Ramsey Management
Dr John Ryan Management
Mr Mitchell States Management
Ms Marcy Villa Management
Mr Daniel Weber Management
Mr Dennis Williams Management
NAME DEPARTMENT
Mr Cory Willson Management
Mr Mitchell Wolf Management
Mr Arthur Young Management
Dr Karen Christian Modern Lang *  Lit
Dr Claudia Cremasco Modern Lang St Lit •
Dr Kevin Fagan Modern Lang & Lit
Dr Michael Fawcett Modern lang Sc Lit
Dr Barbara Frantz. Modern Lang & Lit
Ms Ana Hartig-Ferrer Modern Lang & Lit
Ms Cay Kelly Modern Lang St Lit
Ms Carol Uck Modern Lang & Ut
Ms Marla Olivares-Aranda Modern Lang St Ut
Mr Tony Rector-Cavagnaro Modern Lang Sc Lit
Ms Nancy Rucci Modern Lang Sc Ut
Ms Yoshlko Tachibana Modern Lang Sc Ut
Ms Katherine Arthur Music-
Ms Kathleen Barata Music
Ms Susan Davies Music
Mr Stuart Horn Music
Ms Jacalyn Kreitz.er Music
Mr Roy Main Music
Mr Michael Nowak Music
Mr Curtis Pendleton Muslc
Mr David Rackley Music
Mr Kevin Robison Music
Mr Ross Sears Music
Ms Jeanne Shumway Music
Mr Keith Snell Music-
Ms Barbara Spencer Music
Mr Kevin Stewart Music-
Ms Lucy Swanson Music-
Ms Caroline Tobin Music
Mr Lawrence Bonner NRM
Mr John Bryant NRM
Ms Kimberly Busby NRM
Mr Michael Jencks NRM
Ms Melissa PInno NRM
Mr Rob-Roy Reid NRM
Mr Gary Roller NRM
Mr David Yun NRM
Mr Keith Abney Philosophy
Dr J. Burke Philosophy
Dr Fabicnne-Sophle (^Ihauderlot Philosophy
Dr Judith Cross Philosophy
Dr Kevin Fagan Philosophy
Ms Rachel Fern Philosophy
Mr Bruce Johnsen Philosophy
Dr Norman Mendel Philosophy
Mr Francis Nolan Philosophy
Dr Burton Berringer Physics
Dr Nicholas Brown Physics
Dr David Carleo Physics
Dr William ('cxrhran Physics
Dr Elizabeth Demsetz. Physics
Mr IFouglas Epperson Physics
Mr William Gawthrop Physics
Dr David Hafcmcistcr Physics
Mr William Horst Physics
Ms Nancy Klncheloc Physics
Mr Gregory Lascóla Physics
Mr Declan Mulhall Physics
Mr Erin O'Connor Physics
Dr Michael Panunto Physics
Dr Peter Schwartz Physics
Di TsunefumI Tanaka Physics
Dr John Walkup Physics
Dr Walter Wilson Physics
Ms Alison Crutchfield Political Sctence
l>r Emmit Evans Political Science
Mr Erik Long Political Science
Mr Kent Taylor Political Science
Dr Cynthia Breaux Psych Sc HD
Dr Alan Brovar Psych *  HD
Dr Ronald Browne Psych dr HD
Ms Nancy Dwyer Psych *  HD
Ms Mary Garcla-Lemus Psych Sc HD
Dr Anne (k>shen Psych dr HD
Dr Daniel Hawthorne Psych *  HD
Dr Joseph HoliHeld Psych Sc HD
Dr Sttrven Kadin Psych Sc HD
Dr Robin Lewis Psych St HD
Dr Belinda Morrill Psych *  HD
Ms Janet Murphy Psych A HD
Ms Katherine Ncidhardt Psych Sc HD
Dr Linden Nelson Psych Sc HD
Mr Nell Rich Psych Sc HD
Mr James Battersby Rcc Admin
Dr John Bullaro Rec Admin
Ms Catherine Cramp Rec Admin
Ms Cynthia Moyer Rec Admin
Ms Kendi Root Rec Admin
Ms Jean Steel Rec Admin
Ms Inui Choi Social Science
Dr Melka Clucas Social Science
Ms Elvera Homung Social Science
Dr James Kcese Social Science
Mr Kevin Knight Social Science
Ms Jennifer Lewis Social Science
Mr Jorge Uzarraga Social Science
Ms Linda Ramos Social Science
Ms Evelyn Stanford Social Science
Mr Larry Ralo Soil Science
Dr Barbara Atcheson Speech
Dr William Ausmus Speech
Dr Ronda Beaman Speech
Ms Susan Brtxrk Sp«M!ch
Ms Usa Kawamura Speech
Ms Cynthia KIvel Speech
fS ialiforiiia *  ^f a c ultyTtlssociation
NAME DEPARTMENT
Ms Rebecca Laidlaw Speech
Dr Donald Lumsden Speech
Mr Francis Nolan Speech
Mr Alan Razee Speech
Ms Cyd R<jpp Speech
Mr Jeflrey Schultz. Speech
Dr Barbara Shea Speech
Mr Christopher Sklles Speech
Ms Erma Stauffer Speech
Dr Malcolm Stock Speech
Mr Jeremy Teitelbaum Speech
Ms Nina Truch Speech
Ms Sheree Twisselman Speech
Dr Mina Vaughn Speech
Mr Michael Winn Speech
Mr John iXiBetz II Statistics
Ms Mary MortUx-k Statistics
Ms Rebecca Ottesen Statistics
Mr Richard Pollard Statistics
Mr Alvin Reiff Statistics
Ms Heather Smith Statistics
Ms Kathryn Dugan Thtr Sc Dance
Mr Jonathan Grcenman Thtr & Dance
Ms Valerie Kline Thtr Sc Dance
Ms Kainron Lorenez Thtr Sc Dance
Ms Pamela Malkin Thtr Sc Dance
Ms Diana Stanton Thtr Sc Dance
Ms Erma Stauffer Thtr Sc Dance
Ms Michelle Walter Thtr St Dance
Ms Vedamarie Alvarez.-Flores UCTE
Ms Rose Baliestero IK'TE
Ms Barbara Br»xirsma IKTE
Ms Lisbeth leaser IKTE
Ms Judith Conroy IKTE
Ms Carol lX>vore U(TE
Ms Barbara Ellerbroek HCTE
Dr James GentlluccI IKTE
Ms Darla Hernandez. UCTE
Ms Jeanne Hoyt UCTE
Ms Julia Johnson UCTE
Ms Laurie Johnson UCTE
Dr Jean Kidder UCTE
Ms Emilie Koff-Martin IKTE
Ms Marsha Utter UCTE
Mr James Martin UCTE
Ms Mary Matakovich U(TE
Dr Dianne Olvera IKTE
Ms Diana Rhelnist h IKTE
Ms Joanne Rogoff UCTE
Ms Kathleen Sherrill IKTE
Dr Michael Slater UCTE
Mr Sheldon Smith U(TF.
Dr Jcfl Thompson UCTE 
Mr Charles Wilbur UlTF
Please submit your nomination NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, MAY 2 to: 
Distinguished Lecturer Award Committee/CFA/Building 38-141 or 
e-mail your response to mmertogu@calpoly.edu
Please include:
-__a < a - r-
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D C P I A I C  I I C D C
Imagine being a part of 
a financial institution 
where profits are  
returned to you in the  
form of higher dividends 
on savings, low cost 
loans, very few fees and 
no hidden charges.
'Not for profit'No minimum balanceson checking'Higher savings dividends 'On campus ATM 'Student checking accounts 'Visa Check Card 'Low-cost Visa 'Online account access '24-hour telephone access
Become a member-owner and reap the benefits
SESLOC m em b er benefits include 
M e m b e r Service Representatives th a t  
help you m anage your account so your 
account doesn't m anage you.
What ever you do, do it well.
We'll help you do it well.
Your On-Campus Credit Union
Located in the University union 
across from El Corral Bookstore 
8 0 5 - 5 4 3 - 1 8 1 6  •  8 0 5 - 2 2 7 - 1 0 3 0
A \
Your $aviri9S insured to SlOQ.OK)NCUA
Nationai Credit Union Administration a U.S Government .Agency
SESLGC
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
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Poly Escapes'spring break wonderland
A dozen Poly Escapes stu­
d e n t traveled  trh o u g h o u t 
Arizona and U tah  including  
Havasu Falls, Z ion N ational 
Park and Las Vegas. W hile  
driv ing  all n ig h t and h ik ing  
ail day, th e  g ro u p  repelled  
over 1 ,500 vertica l fee t and  
swam  th ro ugh  freezing  cold  
w ater.
LAGUNA
= L A K E ^
G O LF C O U R S E  
Student Discount
Mon - Fri. $0.25 (same as senior rate) $8.25 present rate 
Sat • Sun. $7.00 (some as senior rate) $9.00 present rate
M
m i  
K I
Twilight (After 3 :0 0  pm) 
$4.00 7 Days o week
Monthly Spodol
Buy one ten pby cord at regular price ($57.50) 
\  Get two free roundsl
SAN LUIS OBISPO -
The Sexual Assault Recovery & 
Prevention Center of SLO County
(formerly the Rope Crisis Center)
The staff and boord of the Sexual Assault Recovery & 
Prevention Center greatly appreciates the fundraising efforts 
of Tiffany Coray in producing the Vagina Monologues,
February 2003.
Thanks Tiffany for the great performances.
Academic Freedom
&Electronic Media
A forum with American Association of University Professors (AAUP) 
Sponsored by California Faculty Association (CFA)
(Cosponsored by Progressive Student Alliance - PSA)
Date: Monday, April 7th Time: 5:00-7:00Place: Fisher Science, Room 286
Speaker
Marcus Harvey
Marcus Harvey is the AAUP's West Coast Representative. He is a Historian, 
with a Ph.D. degree from the University of Florida. He has been active in the 
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) for many years, and 
is now stationed in Berkeley, CA. His work covers California, Oregon, and 
other vvestern states.
All faculty, staff, and students are Invited to participate.
Arts
Culture
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Hidden in the eastern hills of San Luis Obispo is a mysterious bnck 
building adorned with archaic architecture detail. It stands silently 
behind General Hospital off Johnson ^ Avetwie, waiting for the days of its 
demolition. The urban myth am M ^^lle; ^ il|u4Knts n that It's an aban> 
doned and haunted ch(ldiW s 1 l^n||i 5^fiif»'Ti* 1980s, ^covem of
teenage devil worshippci», claimed U as'diCir quarters and staned numer­
ous fires.
TTie eerie, shadowy structure is unique and unteveaUng of its past. 
Those who dare to enter the building return to descniv images of chains 
buckled to the waits and thick bats built across wifidotlts!.
“It definitely has some bad energy," said Otb ^ tq r^  ik^al Pdy sf^ho- 
more who ventured into the building last year, ^  ’recommcnd'piople not 
to go in there.” > ‘ ■
To get inside the building, A cton bad to climb oit th« rOof arul slip 
through the ventilation system. Once inside, Acton’s eyes met the image 
expected from a horror movie.
Acton described burned walls, disturbingly narrow hallways, a spiral 
staircase and du.st that was so thick that he Couldn’t see the other side of 
the wall when he .shone his flashlight through the ait-
On the outside, the brick structure lotiked preson'cd and seemed to be 
hiding its contents. Spray-paint brandished a *^ o  Trespassing" .sign,
though the warning is often ignored. Police .caught ActMi trespassing an«f 
told him never to come back.
The building that mystifies young students is known as Sunny Acres, 
originally built in 1931 to house orphans and wards of the court.
"The building was originally built as a tuberculosis center and an 
orpharmge,” said Ron Clarke of the San Luis Obispo Historical Society. “It 
eventually became a Juvenile detention facility and then was shut down by 
the county because the facility was considered a structural hazard."
It has been abandoQt’d for 30 years.
The decision to clcge hijs hfcn questioned due to the prestige of the 
building’s designer. T^fe pl4ns for Sunny Acres were proposed by William 
Moser in, a San Franicisco architect whose firm also built General 
Hospital, the Santa Barbara courthouses and the tower in Ghirardelli 
Square in San Francisco. In addition to being heralded for his ciesigns, 
Moser knew how to prepare a structure against earthquake damage: By 
using reinforced steel in its frame.
The county board t>f supervisors, along„with the Jud|^^f the }uveq,lle 
court, approved Moser’s plans in 1930 wim the intent of providing chil­
dren under county care with adequate housing.The county built the struc-
see HISTORY, page 10
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continued from page 9
ture with local labor and completed 
the huildins in 1931, hut did not 
completely follow Moser’s plans. For 
that reason, Moser did not want it on 
his list of huildinss.
The huilding was named “Sunny 
Acres” hy a naminf» contest held after 
the completion of the huildins, the 
Teleyram-Trihune (now the Tribune) 
reported in 1931. Sixteen youngsters 
first lived there in April 1931.
“This is going to he heaven,” a 
young “chap” said to the newspaper 
when he saw his new quarters, com­
paring them ________________
he a last resort.
In 1956, juveniles placed at Sunny 
Acres escaped more easily because 
conditions of a survey done hy the 
state fire marshal’s office prohibited 
placing locks on doors and buildings 
to prevent loss of lives during a fire. 
In May 1959, seven juveniles over­
powered a matron, stole her car and 
fled to Mexico, hut were detained at 
the hordet hy San Diego police offi­
cers. The event triggered a response 
from authorities, and Lyon asked if 
locks could he banned it the facility 
was placed uitder 24-hour supervision. 
Construction ot 4 new juvenile hall 
began to he considered.
During the 1960s, public scrutiny 
narrowed its
detention Acres Stood empty on the
home. The fiiH njitU the I980s, wheu a
article also i r  i
said the new O f  teeudgers started to
facility would inhabit the building for occasional increased. An 
i m p l e m e n t  u^Orship. ” editorial writ-
' "   ^  ^ ten in the
Telegram-
eyes on
Sunny Acres 
and the num­
ber of
i n m a t e s
s e p a r a t i o n  
between sexes, children and adult 
offenders and that there would be 
plenty of yard space for the children 
to play.
“Over the years, the detention cen­
ter became dedicated strictly to juve­
nile offenders, and the county made it 
more jail-like,” said Robert Vessely, a 
civil engineer who specializes in reno­
vating and restoring historic build­
ings. “The inside rooms became more 
like cells and solitary confinement. “
In 1945, Ray B. Lyon, judge of the 
jin’cnile court, wrote in a memoran­
dum to members of the probation 
committee that “prisons and jails are 
properly used as treatment, but used 
as such without planning, are expen­
sive and destructive of human val­
ues.” Lyon recommended that plac­
ing juveniles in Sunny Acres should
Tribune said, “the lack of child wel­
fare facilities in rural areas is blamed 
by some by the rising delinquency fig- 
ures.
A photo essay reported by the 
Telegram-Tribune portrayed Sunny 
Acres as an inadequate juvenile facil­
ity, fueling public opinion to urge the 
county board ot supervisors to seek a 
new juvenile facility.
“The prisoners at the jail are 
jammed into decaying, sweat-reeking, 
dungeon-like cells, unavailable to the 
sun or proper sanitary facilities," said 
Wanda M. Desmond, an Oceano resi­
dent, in a letter to the San Luis 
Obispo County Board of Supervisors 
in 1969. “It ought to be called ‘Hell’s 
Acres.’”
The county board of supervisors 
vi>ted unanimously to close the build­
EMILY LAUBACHER/MUSTANG DAILY
Once a ju ve n ile  d e te n tio n  facility . Sunny Acres now  stands alone beh ind  French H ospita l. W hile the  
d ilap id a ted  bu ild ing  is a risk fo r asbestos exposure, adventurous types still sneak in fo r a scare.
ing in December 1974. Juveniles 
would be transported to Salinas, in 
Monterey County, until another facil­
ity was built in San Luis Obispo.
Sunny Acres stood empty on the 
hill until the 1980s, when a number 
of teenagers began inhabiting the 
building for iKcasional parties and 
“devil worship.” Firefighters respond­
ed to several fires ignited by the 
teenage trespassers. The building was 
an asbestos hazard and firefighters 
told the county they would no longer 
put themselves at risk. The county 
■sought to destroy the building in 
1986, but liKal protestors prevented it 
from being demolished and suggested 
that the building be renovated.
Vessely was the most active in
attempting to see Sunny Acres reno­
vated. His firm conducted an archi­
tectural survey and concluded that it 
was structurally sound. The building’s 
diagnosis in the 1970s was inaccurate, 
Vessely said.
Vessely launched a campaign with 
local residents to preserve the build­
ing, but their efforts resulted only in 
Sunny Acres being saved from the 
wrecker’s ball and renovation was not 
made a necessity by the county.
“1 used to get anonymous phone 
calls from people who were inhabi­
tants of the facility when I was doing 
research,” Vessely said. “One woman 
was absolutely petrified by the place. 
The general response from those who 
called was that they didn’t care to .see
it saved. It represented a bad rime in 
their lives.”
Vessely abandoned his efforts to 
save Sunny Acres in the early 1990s 
and the county continued to neglect 
the building until 1998, when they 
removed all the asbestos. Vessely said 
he predicts that Sunny Acres will 
continue to deteriorate until it falls 
down.
The innocently named “Sunny 
Acres” continues to exert a dark exis­
tence. Once every decade, the build­
ing comes to light in the eye of the 
public and then is forgotten. Until 
the fate of the building is determined. 
Sunny Acres will remain nestled on 
the edge of the city, shrouded in a 
state of neglect and mystery.
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TCHAIKOVSKY PERM 
B A L L E T  THEATRE
Company of 125 nifli t  ul! Symplwny (hrhesira
lan
- '*1 rf-A '
Ralk'l in 3 Ads
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San Luis Obispo
Performing Art Center 
Christopher Cohan Hall
Ticket office 
(80S)SLO-ARTS 
(805)-756-2787  
Toll free (888)233-ARTS
w w w .p3C slo.org  
Ticket Office TTY 
(805)756-6170
M a y 'll E/úp&Ue4(PPM
®  Downtown San Luis Obispo ■
i.tfeemovletxitrience.coml
Fremont Theatre 541-2141
C H IC A G O  leo-ts) 
F r i4 :0 0 $ ;4 S  9:30  
Sirt-Sun 1:15 4:00 6 .4 8  9:30  
M o n-Thur 4 :00 6:45 9:30
TH E H O U R S  (P O -13) 
Thur3:15 6 15 9 15 
End« today
’ H E A D  O F STATE (P G -13) 
Ttiur 3 0 0  5:15 7 30 1000
P IG L E T S  B IG  M O V IE  (O ) 
Thor 2 45 5 0 0  7 0 0
TEA R S O F TH E  SU N  (R)
Fn-TTiur 9:00  
Ends today
I  Downtown Centre Cinema I  
■ 546-8600 ■
•BASIC (R)
T h u r2  3 0  5:00 7:30 10 00
THE C O R E (PQ -13) 
Thur 3 00  6:00 9:00
BOATTRIP(R)
Thuf 6:45  
Ends today
*DREAMCATCHER(R)
Thur 3:30 6:30 9:30  
Ends today
AGENT CODY BANKS (PG) 
Thur 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:40
A VIEW  FROM THE TOP (PG-13)
Thur 2:45 5:15 7:45 10:00
3 R IN G IN G  D O W N  T H E  H O U S E  (PG -13) 
Thur 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:45
OLD SCHOOL (R)
Fri-Thur 4:15 9:15
• N O  GATS A C C EPTED
I S tu d e n t D isc o u n tavailab le  at both theatres
Times Valid 3/14-3/20
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Earthfest sports underground lineup
► Twelfth annual festival 
brings a day full of music 
and atmosphere to 
Chumash Auditorium
By Luke D a rlin g
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Twelve local and re^jicnal bands 
are ready to rock the Chumash 
Auditorium for a full day of music, 
as the annual Earthfest concert 
returns to Cal Poly Sunday.
The Earthfest concert is an 
annual music festival held hy 
KCPR and will he held on campus
“A lot o f these bands dont 
get an opportunity to 
showcase their styles and 
underground music to the 
San Luis Obispo area.”
Patrick Gispert
Earthfest promoter
for the first time in 12 years.
The styles of music showcased at 
the festival range from hip-hop, 
country, folk, indie rock and 
rock/pop and will feature headlin­
ers Little Wings, Grandaddy and i 
am spoonhcnder. Delta Song, Child 
Pornography, Scissors for Lefty, tre- 
luna and many more will round out 
the hill.
With eclectic and underground 
styles of music always aired to the 
San Luis Obispo community hy 
K CPR, Earthfest organizers are
returning from a five-year hiatus in 
2000, the festival has continued to 
provide quality underground music. 
O ther past featured hands have 
included The Dylan group, IQU, 
Duh N arcotic
Sound System, mmmmmmtmmmm 
The sub debs, ^ Earthfest'03 
C orsciana, dj goes down 
me dj you, the Sunday at 12 
s t a r l i !  ! g l i t e r s  p.m.
and The Cubby 
Creatures.
The concert 
being held
^ Tickets are 
$12 and are 
available at Boo 
Boo Records or 
soundbit.org.
COURTESY P H O TO
Cooler th an  your grandparents: Folk-rockers G randaddy w ill b ring  th e  fu n k  as p a rt o f KCPR's 'Earth fest 
'0 3 ' Sunday. A cornucopia o f in d ep en d en t music w ill be featu red  a t th e  festival, w hich w ill also see p er­
form ances by L ittle  Wings, i am  spoonbender and local favorites tre lun a.
striving for the same feel for the 
concert.
“A lot of these hands don’t get 
an opportunity to showcase their 
styles and underground music to 
the San Luis Obispo area, so the 
concert is a great way to accom m o­
date the hands and the audience,” 
said concert promoter Patrick  
Gispert.
I am spoonbender will bring 
electro clash computer beats along 
with a wide variety of visual effects 
while Granddaddy will perform
91.3
'M
1
folk-inspired indie rock rhythms, 
said KCPR program director E.J. 
Neumeyer. W ith all 12 bands play­
ing back-to-back with DJ sets 
mixed in, a full day of music is in 
the works.
The Earthfest concert has been
organized by KCPR staff and volun­
teers since it began in 1991. The 
festival remains to be another 
unique aspect of bringing non­
mainstream music to students.
Beck and Green Day shared the 
Earthiest stage in 1993, and since
IS
during the same 
month as Earth 
Day and pro­
ceeds will go to charity.
“We usually break even after all 
is said and done, but if we can we 
would like to donate some profits to 
a local environm ental agency,” 
Neumeyer said.
Tickets for Earthfest ‘03 are 
available at Boo Boo Records and 
online at soundbit.org for $12.  The 
show starts at noon and lasts until 
11 p.m.
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CALEN DAR o/EVENTTS
Friday, A p ril 4,  8pm 
GUARN ERI STRING QU ARTET  Prasantad by Cal Po ly A ria  
Cal Poly Thaatra
Saturday, A p ril 5, 8pm Sunday, A p ril 6, 2pm 
THE G ILB ER T  R EEO  B A L L E F S  
’’REM EM BERA N CES"
A FA R EW ELL G ALA  PERFO RM A N CE  
Prasantad by the Gilbert Reed Ballet 
Cohan Canter
Tuaaday, A p ril 8, 8pm 
THE R O G ER  W AGNER CH O RA LE  Prasantad by Com m unity Concaris 
Cohan Canter
Wadnasday, A p ril 9, 8pm 
SWAN LA K E
with Full Symphony Orchestra  Prasantad by Tchaikovsky Parm Ballo t Thaatra 
Cohan Canter
Thursday, A p ril 10, 8pm  
P E T E R , PAUL S  MARY Prasantad by Cal P o ly A rts  
Cohan Canter
Sunday, A p ril 13, 12pm 
N AKED TO THE W ORLD  
Second Sundays at the Canter 
Free ParformancePrasantad by Canter Outraach Services 
Cohan Center -  Pavilion
Sunday, A p ril 13, 3pm 
B EN EFIT  C O N C ER T  - “MEN A BO U T TOWN" Prasantad by C entral Coast Childrens Choir 
Cohan Canter
Sunday, A p ril 13, 7pm 
STU D S T E R K E L 'S
AM ERICAN D REAM S; LO S T  AND FOUND  Presented by Cal Po ly A rts  
Cal Poly Theatre
S U Ii«a laif aiiira a c» a « a w
Ticket jnßirmition: SLO-ARTS (756-2787)  •  w w w .^ s fo .o rg ,. ..... .................................... ........................ ................ ...... ........ •••••-i?......... ...............•«»»w.».«.
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The taxing cost Cloning for research purposes valid 
of a relationship
’X San hds
Revenue, protir, net income, fiscal, IRA. These arc not terms familiar to my life. I prefer words like cosmopolitan, skyline and fudge. But there I was doing my taxes, inching frighteningly 
close to adulthood.
“What is FICA?” I demanded. “And why are they taking my 
money! T' My mom offered an explanation but I wasn’t listening. I was 
too busy contemplating where my hard-earned tax dollars had gone. 
To fund the police force, perhaps? Fabulous, now maybe I’ve upped my 
chances of getting a drunk in public ticket! Or maybe to improve the 
roads? Helping destroy a bunny habitat to put in a freeway is not some­
thing I wanted on my conscience.
As I added and subtracted, scribbled and erased, I wondered if the
same is true for relationships. Are there 
mandator '^, unrewarded dues that we pay 
to the people we date? Is each liaison 
costing us an out-of-pix:ket emotional 
_ _ _  _ _  , ,  fee? I must ask: What is the cost of dat­
ing?
Dating itself can be a strenuous and 
exhausting chore. The constant antici­
pation of a promised phone call, the 
pestilent worry that^j^ haven’t shaved 
your legs or the irMjjii'task of being on 
your^'bist behavIlSr^an wear anyone 
down. But like any good other invest­
ment, a little can quickly become a lot.
The perfect boyfriend or girlfriend is 
the ultimate return we can hope to get 
from the tax of dating.
But unfortunately, relationships and 
the IR3 have much in common. Anything acquired must also be paid 
for. While the government will take a cut of your lottery winnings, 
your new man or woman will require something just as valuable -  your 
time.
It is the ultimate paradox: Being in a relationship takes up more of 
your free hours, yet somehow you feel much more at ease. You may not 
see your friends as often and be a little behind on the gossip, but 
nonetheless, la vita bella! You allow yourself to stop and smell the 
roses, and maybe even buy a few for your lady. But that euphoria can 
only last so long. In a few months it sets in that you haven’t started 
your senior project, you’re about to get fired and you can’t remember 
the last time you went downtown.
At the time you tried to rationalize it, explaining to your friends 
“Why should 1 go out when I’ve already found what I’m kxiking for?" 
Your serene logic will only get ytxi bitter glares from your nximmates 
as they trudge out the door for another round at the Z Club. But usu­
ally, women take this response better than men do. Men are much 
more likely to shout “Dude, bros before ho’s!” than a woman hissing 
“whatever, chicks before - ’’ oh, well I think we all know what rhymes 
with chicks!
But really, we’re reasonable people. If our best friend were to meet 
the partner of their dreams and become scarce for a month or two, we 
wixildn’t fault them for it. Many of as realize that deep down, no one 
wants to be alone, at least not for very long. We all want the comfort 
and relaxation of a happy relationship. But if ytxi’re uxa smugly satis­
fied and you ditch yixir friends altogether, don’t expect a warm home­
coming if the romance goes kaput.
No one will want to hear your sob story when you haven’t put the 
effort into their lives. Nothing is more annoying than a friend who 
only calls when they have a problem, especially with someone they 
ditched you for a few months prior!
Though yixir precious time may be a large and necessary sacrifice in 
a relationship, it is the easiest to give up. Things like self-respect, thou­
sands of dollars or virginity are not what you shixild be losing to keep 
a relationship “working.” It will only put you in a higher relationship 
tax bracket month by month, and you may find yourself paying more 
than something is worth. Time is the only thing you should invest into 
any relationship, romantic or otherwise. Because if you can crunch the 
numbers and work a little magic then you jast might get the best 
refund of all: Love.
Shallon Lester is a speech communication senior and Mustang Daily 
columnist.
M u s t a n g
D A I L Y  ®
I t was all just science fiction until one day, there it was on the evening news!
A company called Clonaid, run by a group called the 
Radians who believe extraterrestrials created life on Earth, 
announced the birth of “Eve,” the first cloned human baby.
W hen no proof was ever presented, many of us laughed 
it off as a hoax. We dismissed it as a bunch of gooflialls who 
got a little overzealous during the last “Star Trek” conven­
tion. Especially when we got a gander at the costume on 
Rael, creator of the Raelian Movement.
Well, perhaps one cult’s hoax turned into an entire cul­
ture’s wake up call. W hile Clonaid did not produce evi­
dence of a baby, it did produce legislative anxiety and 
sparked a flurry of bills to ban cloning.
Only one bill, enacted by the Iowa legislature, was 
^  m approved in 2002 before
Clonaid’s claim. A t least 48 
bills to forbid or regulate 
cloning have been introduced in state legislature and 
Congress since the com pany’s announcem ent last 
December.
The prospect of human cloning burst into public con­
sciousness and caused great debate in 1997 after the suc­
cessful copying of Dolly the sheep. Some critics believe 
that cloning should be studied and pursued, w ^le others 
belieye human cloning is an inViuman sciejaMcAg*t• puts 
“the role of God” in the hands‘o'if nihn.
Last month, the House of RepreseTitatives took the issue 
into its hands and passed a bill against all forms of human 
cloning. The bill is not just against reproductive cloning of 
embryos to make babies, but also against therapeutic 
cloning for research to cure diseases.
The Human Cloning Prohibition A ct of 2003, which 
passed by 241 -  155, makes it unlawful for anyone “to per­
form or attempt to perform human cloning; to participate 
in an attempt to perform human cloning; or to ship or 
receive for any purpose an embryo produced by human 
cloning or any product derived from such embryo.”
I have to admit that just the word “clone” conjures up 
images of science experiments gone awry and the whole Dr.
But the cloned embryo cant become a 
baby unless it is transplanted into the 
womb. And what about saving a life?
Does an embryo in a petri dish trump a 
child with a spinal cord injury?
Frankenstein thing. But while I am in full opposition of 
cloning to produce children, I hate to see anti-cloning laws 
stifle crucial research.
Anyone who has followed this debate is aware that the 
real argument is not about science and the fear of creating 
a cyber-superhuman; it is about politics and the embryo.
Proponents of “research-cloning” say cloned embryos 
can be an unrivaled source of stem cells -  the base cell that 
can become anything in the body -  and these cells could 
produce cures for many diseases.
Opponents argue that the tiny cells are individual lives 
and assert that research-cloning risks turning some women 
into “egg farms,” and that science is “about creating a life 
to destroy it.”
But the cloned embryo can’t become a baby unless it is 
transplanted into the won\b. And what about saving a life? 
Does an embryo in a peiffl|lish. trump a child with a spinal ' 
cord injury? 5 -^ * *  ' '
I just had a crazy thought. If some recovered heart dis­
ease patient or spinal cord injury sufferer returned to the 
United States after being cured by cloning research discov­
eries in another country, would they be liable for the up to 
$1 million fine and/or 10 years in prison that the House set 
as punishment for violators?
I sure wouldn’t want to be the person who has to tell 
Christopher Reeves he is under arrest for walking again.
It could happen ... but only with further research­
cloning.
William Reitz is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily 
contributor.
Letters to the editor ___
Commentaries should show more taste 
Editor,
Do the editors of Mustang Daily ever desire to be taken seriously as journalists or is our school paper simply a vehicle 
for their own sexual solicitations (e.g,, the Daily ad, “Putting Out Daily”)? How long will Mustang Daily continue to 
out-do its own negligence and tactlessness with each successive issue? I will refer to the most recent demonstration: 
Chrissy Roth’s March 14 article “Sodomy Laws Discriminatory.” Come on, editors, step it up.
And to Ms. Roth, if you desire to sabotage your own journalistic career with such headliner resumé material, then 
please print it at home and pass it out to your own friends. Please do not take advantage of the Mustang Daily staff’s neg­
ligence by using O U R school paper as a vehicle for propagating your own personal smut-laden political platform. Why 
not take your creative energies and debate the egregious offenses toward students this year (budget cuts) by, in your own 
words, our logical state legislature (D -Calif.)?
Please do not mistake this for an argument over liberal-conservative politics (as Ms. Roth has so coyly done) or as an 
argument against freedom of speech. 1 am simply pleading for some tasteful consideration for the other 20,0(X) people on 
this campus who may not want to read such material outside of Hustler.
Peter Uzzi is a graphic communication Junior who is ashamed that his departm ent assists in printing such material.
Holbus is funny, not ignorant 
Editor,
This is a réponse to the “Holbus H ater” posse: G et over it! 1 applaud John Holbus for having the balls to say what he 
feels, no m atter what kind of crap he might get for it. I .sec no problem with his writing; he uses humor and sarcasm to 
express his opinion in witty ways, N O T a talent everyone has.
Now, about his supposed “racist” comments: Puh-leeze! I’m German, but I wasn’t offended. I lived in a former 
Belgian/French colony (the most brutal and terrorizing of all European colonies) for 11 years, and his and my frustration 
are somewhat justified. As for the comment about Koreans: Well, all 1 can say is that John was obviously joking and 
racism was probably the furthest thing from his mind. You might think John Holbus “spews forth ignorance,” but I think 
he’s darn funny. Keep truckin’ John!
M atthew  Rayhbuck is a civil engineering sophomore who thinks Mustang Daily needs more John Holbus.
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Despite findings, governm ent can't force exercise
Commentary
Americans are big, fat, lazy pips and we need pov’ernment intervention to save us from our slothful selves and 
dictate our exercise to us, a recreation  
researcher recently said.
OK, so that is not exactly what she said, 
but that is what I heard.
America needs a physical activity equiva­
lent to the U .S. 
D epartm ent of 
Education, said 
Lynn Jamieson, an Indiana University associ­
ate professor of recreation who has studied 
this subject for several years.
“A high-level federal agency could direct 
and coordinate state, local and private efforts 
to get people more active,” she said. “The 
Department of Health and Human Services 
isn’t up to the job.”
In Washington, Tony Jewell, a spokesper­
son for HHS Secretary Tommy Thompson, 
said Thompson is directing an effort to coor­
dinate federal health and fitness programs 
that historically had worked separately. 
Jewell said that the agencies work together. 
As for Jamieson, “The good professor has
not been paying attention to what Secretary 
Thompson has done in the past two years,” 
Jewell said.
Obviously, the good professor has been 
paying attention enough to see, as a society, 
that we mindlessly super-size everything. We 
get disgusted if we cannot find the remote 
control and have to get off our lazy butts to 
turn on the television, and if we do get up to 
turn it on, we’re not getting back up to 
change the channels. Don’t worry; some­
thing good eventually comes on.
Truth hurts, doesn’t it?
A ccording to the CBS Web site, 
Americans are even fatter than they think, 
with nearly a third of all adults rated “obese” 
in a 2000 government survey.
“W ith the obesity crisis in America and 
the lack of fitness and exercise programs 
described by the U .S. surgeon general, as 
well as the onp*)ing lack of daily physical 
activity, we need to find a way to make sport 
for all happen,” Jamieson said.
Nearly One in five Americans -  19.8 per­
cent -  had assessed themselves as obese in 
the survey, and tlie real number was closer to
OK, so America is getting old and flabby. We need to exercise more. 
But I, like most Americans, am not going to tolerate Washington giv' 
ing me orders on how or when to do it.
31 percent -  almost 59 million people - after 
the actual tape was told on body measure­
ments.
“In at least 100 countries, a national 
agency of some sort funds and coordinates 
activities from walking trails to elite athlet­
ics,” Jamieson said. “We are in a crisis with a 
lack of controls; we are lacking a policy.”
Federal statistics say about 60 percent of 
adults are not regularly active, and about 25 
percent are not active at all.
Dr. Julie Gerberding, director of the 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 
said obesity often starts young.
“One of the most significant concerns 
from a public health perspective is that we 
know a lot of children who are overweight 
grow up to be overweight or obese adults, 
and thus at greater risk for some major health 
problems such as heart disease and diabetes,” •
Gerberding said.
On a more positive note, the center  
reports that Americans are living longer 
than ever, but they are overweight and phys­
ically lazy and spend far more on health care 
than any other country in the world.
In 1980, 15 percent of American adults 
were determined to be obese, and the figure 
grew to 23 percent in 1994. In 2000, we were 
at 31 percent. The National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Surveys are conducted 
periodically and the findings appear in the 
Journal of the American Medical Association.
OK, so America is getting old and flabby. 
We need to exercise more. Bur I, like most 
Am ericans, am not going to tolerate  
Washington giving me orders on how or 
when to do it.
William Reitz is a journalism senior and
Drug use shouldn't Letters to the editor 
jeopardize financial aid
■IT
The “war on drugs” is supposedly a noble cause. It’s an effort, we are told, which is worth the fight and 
the astronomical monetary sacrifice. 
However, when the “war” infringes on an 
individual’s ability to receive an educa­
tion, I cringe at the unfounded display of 
gate-keeping.
In 1998, Congress passed a law that 
prohibits students convicted of buying, 
selling or possessing an illegal substance 
from receiving financial aid from the gov­
ernment. Students with one offense are 
denied financial aid for one year, two 
years for two offenses and indefinitely for 
three or more.
For students who rely on the Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid, bet- 
^  .  ter known asCommentary fafsa. the
q u e s t i o n
whether they have “ever been convicted 
of possessing or selling illegal drugs” is a 
familiar one. If the answer is “yes," the 
student is instructed to fill out a second 
questionnaire, practically relinquishing 
their eligibility. Although students can 
complete an approved rehabilitation pro­
gram to renew their chances, the process 
can greatly hinder their education.
Since the law’s implementation, more 
than 45 ,000  students across the country 
have lost their federal aid. The fact that 
these students are pursuing a degree 
demonstrates a desire to be a contributing 
member of society. By taking away money 
that is partially if not fully funding their 
academic pursuits, the government is 
effectively denying the potential of an 
education. Policy makers are compound­
ing the problem by making it harder for 
lower-income students with a drug con­
viction to enter the higher education 
arena.
Why is it that only drug use qualifies as 
a reason to deny financial aid? It is unfair 
that a student who got caught smoking a 
joint will be denied aid, while it is gladly 
given to one with a DUI. Why is alcohol, 
a potentially dangerous and addictive 
substance, not held to the same stan­
dards?
Where do the Ritalin and Valium pop­
pers on campus stand? Why does the 
abuse of these and other mood-altering 
drugs not illicit fear and worry? While I
Let US embrace a libertarian 
philosophy: Maximize your 
freedom, as long as it doesn't 
impinge on another's. So ride 
your motorcycle without a heL 
met, unbuckle that seatbelt and 
hopefully, in the foreseeable 
future, mark ''yes" without 
sacrificing your education.
understand that these prescription drugs 
are legal, the pervasive misuse of them is 
not.
1 sympathize with the cause of those 
who support the Higher Education Drug 
A ct Provision (quite a name, eh?). 1 don’t 
support giving federal aid -  our tax dol­
lars -  to people who have been convicted 
of illegal acts. However, I also don’t sup­
port the criminalized nature of drug pos­
session in the first place.
While the legalization of drugs is a 
daunting idea, the benefits would exceed 
the drawbacks. By regulating the industry, 
drugs would be grown legally within the 
country, taxed and transformed into a 
viable source of revenue.
In addition to reducing the strain on 
the prison and legal system within the 
country, the power of international drug 
lords would be reduced. These elusive 
drug lords may even transform into legit­
imate businessmen; who knows?
As it is, the infamous drug war has 
been largely ineffective. Bush’s National 
Drug Control Strategy for 2003 promises 
$731 million for the Andean Counter­
drug Initiative alone. In 1999, a stagger­
ing $1.8 billion was spent trying to quell 
the drug trade. Despite the seemingly 
profound efforts, drugs remain the single 
greatest source of illegal revenue.
Let us embrace a libertarian philoso­
phy: Maximize your freedom, as long as it 
doesn’t impinge on another’s. So ride 
your m otorcycle without a helmet, 
unbuckle that seatbelt and hopefully, in 
the foreseeable future, mark “yes" without 
sacrificing your education.
Lester not always totally serious 
Editor,
After reading Jennifer Pidkowicz’s resptmse to Shallon Lester’s pleasantly scandalous column (“A dif­
ferent take on ‘office hours’,” March 6), 1 want to ask folks to take a deep breath and think a bit more 
carefully about what to take seriously. First off, Lester writes an entertainment column. I’m assuming she 
writes her column with rhe understanding that her readers can find some value in her advice (yes, she 
dties have gtxxl advice buried in there) and laugh at her jokes and witticisms (which 1 consistently do 
every week). Further, 1 see no problem with Shallon reminding us that war always risks one of our great­
est assets: Those people who participate in the war by actually going to war. Who can argue with that?
IX) I know Shallon well? Nope. Have 1 ever even spoken to her? Unfortunately not. Judging from her 
column I can tell, however, that she’s got a good head on her shoulders and a scn.se of humor to match. 
Give her a break, would ya?
P.S. Shallon, if you need some “extra tutoring” of your own, feel free to drop this grad student a line. 
Paul Corwin is a computer science graduate student.
Goth is more than just a stereotype 
Editor,
Thanks to Carly Haselhuhn for her article on goth culture (“Discovering your inner goth,” March 
13). 1 gave up trying to explain why 1 enjoy gothic rock so much a while ago, often because p>eople asso­
ciate it with Marilyn Manson and the Columbine shootings in.stead of its origins in human emotion and 
night atmixspheres. The original gothic n xk  scene emerged in the early 1980s with bands like Dead Can 
Dance, Cocteau Twins and Siouxsie and the Banshees. 1 find it interesting that these bands evolved to 
incorporate a world sound with their later albums, e.s|:>ecially in the 1990s, while some of the bands cited 
in Carly’s article evolved to incorporate industrial or pop sounds.
Although the goth rock scene is all but dead now, its influence remains evident in atmospheric elec­
trónica and industrial music. Even more surpising is the allegiance of goth rock fans to the original and 
best of synth-pop, evidenced by the huge turnout to watch Siouxsie and the Banshees at the Cbachella 
Music Festival in 2002. As (Darly indicated, the goth scene is almost nonexistent in San Luis Obispo - 
limited to the Rocky Horror Picture Show screenings and a couple of programs on KCPR - but it is still 
out there. And no, you don’t have to dress in black and be creepy to enjoy gothic rock, theatrics and 
art. just look at me.
David Davenport is a city and regional planning sophomore who thinks everyone should listen to 
Dead Can Dance.
Moore has nothing to complain about 
Editor,
1 hope you all enjoyed the Academy Awards as much as 1 did, that is until the annoying, self- 
promoting blowhard Michael Moore managed to make his way to the stage. “Bowling for 
Columbine” is a “mocumentary” in which the gasbag himself intentionally deceives his audience 
by twisting facts and timelines so much that he almost makes a point. For those that actually sub­
scribe to this idiot’s m isrepresentation of facts, check out this site: 
www.hardylaw.net/Trurh_About_Bowling.html.
I’m so sick of America-haters like Michael Moore shoving their anti-gun, anti-Bush, anti- 
American propaganda down my throat. If he thinks America is such a bad place, why doesn’t he 
head over to Baghdad for a while? Heck, while he’s there he should join the Republican Guard and 
fight against this horrible country that he was lucky enough to be born in. No wait. I’ve got an 
even better idea, he should go to Manhattan and lay in the streets with all his liberal friends. If a 
die-in is what they want, 1 say we keep traffic rolling. And I’m sure the NYPD has nothing better 
to do than arrest a bunch of tree-huggers that think they are making a difference.
W hether we like it or not, folks, we are at war and it’s time to stand behind our president and 
our troops as they lay their lives on the line for ours and the Iraqi people’s freedom. Shame on you 
Michael Moore, shame on you!
Genevieve Fussell is a journalism senior 
and Mustang Daily contributor. Casey Comstock is a political science sophomore.
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HOUSING
continued from page 1
dents from 16,855 to between 18,000 and 
20,000, according to the Cal Poly Housing 
Web site.
“(Murray Station) is already more than 
halt full for next 
year,” List said. “We ▼
aren’t too worried ''Evcryone IS going to havc
to make the necessary 
changes to better accoru' 
modate the students.'’
Mike Holt
Mustang Village manager
based on this year, 
but we will take it a 
year at a time.”
V a l e n c i a  
Apartments manager 
Mylea Christensen  
said she expects a 
decline in leasing 
due to the new Cal 
Poly housing options.
“1 don’t think we will fill as quickly,” 
Christensen said. “We usually fill up hy June, 
but 1 expect we will still be renting in 
August. 1 think the people who didn’t get in 
(to  the new Cerro Vista on-campus housing) 
will come to us.”
Although it is still too early to determine 
how significantly student apartment com ­
plexes will be affected by on-campus hous­
ing, many complexes are devising incentives 
to attract new renters.
Mustang Village manager Mike Holt said 
he is planning to install new carpet, vinyl 
and purchase new furniture for the student 
apartments within the next few years.
“Everyone is going to have to make the 
necessary changes to better accommodate 
the students,” Holt said. “We are trying to up 
customer service and make (Mustang 
Village) more friendly.”
Valencia Apartm ents have 
lowered their rent from last 
year, Christensen said.
“We have competitive rates,” 
Christensen said. “We offer dis­
counts for students with good 
grades.”
The managers of the student 
apartments agree that they have 
not yet felt significant impact 
from Cal Poly’s on-campus 
housing. However, some com ­
plexes have already discussed possible reme­
dies to counteract a decline in renters.
List said Murray Station prefers to rent to 
Cal Poly students, but may consider other 
renters if necessary.
“About 90  percent of our renters are Cal 
Poly students,” List said. “We may consider 
renting to a higher percentage of Cuesta stu­
dents.”
Stenner Glen manager Tim Kershner said 
until a noticeable decline becomes apparent.
“It’s just business as usual,” he said.
FEES
continued from page 5
The Epicenter also provides leadership 
training workshops for club presidents, 
advisers and treasurers, Cozzi said.
For journalism senior Lucia Stone, who 
founded the A m erican Indian Students 
Association last fall, the training helped.
“The workshop was helpful, but its No. 1 
asset was the information hinder they pro­
vided,” Stone said. “It pertains to any ques­
tions from A to Z .”
Besides the workshops, ASI also provides 
videos and educational material for clubs, 
along with a club workroom that has sup­
plies for clubs to use, Cozzi said.
“It’s a good idea to fund more club ser­
vices,” Stone said, “hut if they gave free 
copies that would be more helpful.”
Cozzi said everything they are building is 
just the foundation for the Epicenter, and 
much still has to be done to provide m axi­
mum service.
“We didn’t realize how much attention  
clubs need,” she said.
One suggestion Stone gave for providing 
better assistance is simply to advertise their 
services more, like the club workroom.
“They need to publicize it more so that 
clubs could actually utilize it m ore,” Stone
' S^tudent money is paying for 
these events, so they have a right 
to know what we’re doing.”
Amy Vickerman
recreation adm inistration senior
W hat is beneficial for students to know is 
that their input is needed and wanted.
“We are constantly assessing programs,” 
Cozzi said.
ASI will conduct a survey to see how stu­
dents feel about programs like Poly Escapes, 
Club Services, ASI events and the Craft 
Center. The goal of the survey is to get gen­
eral feedback on how much students know 
about these programs.
Beginning this quarter, Cozzi said there 
will be a com m ent and question box at the 
U U  information booth, where students can  
voice any concerns they have.
In an effort to make best use of the ASI 
fee increase, Cozzi welcomes all students to 
give feedback on what they do or don’t like.
“W e’re here for the students,” she said.
Students can find out more information 
about ASI events and sign up to be on the 
e-mail list by visiting their Web site at 
www.asi.calpoly.edu/events or calling 756-  
1112.
CAMPUS PROJECTS
QUARHRIY UPDATE SPRING 2003
TELECOMM
The pilot phase of Telecomm (Telecommunications Infrastructure Project) 
was completed at the end of March. Helix Electric is the General Contractor 
and has begun to upgrade telecommunications (voice, data and video) 
systems in all State owned buildings on campus. Phase A, beginning with 
Ag. Erhalt and Ag. Engineering, will begin In April. The pilot phase, which 
included Facilities and the new Crops Science building, was completed 
successfully and on schedule. The entire project is expected to be complete 
within two years. Bright orange and purple signs are being placed at building 
entries two to three weeks before the project is scheduled to arrive. The signs 
will alert users that Telecomm will soon be there. For further information, 
latest building schedules, photos and other information, contact the Telecomm 
website at http://telecomm.calpoly.edu.
ENGINEERING III
Phase I of the 41,000 square foot building at the 
North West corner of the campus is complete.
Phase II is expected to begin construction during fall 
quarter, 2003. Phase II will finish the interior work, 
exterior awnings, screens and landscaping and will 
add a new jet propulsion building. The facilities will 
house Aeronautical Engineering, Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, Material Engineering and 
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering. The 
buildings, which stand next to the new Advanced 
Technology Lab, are expected to be fully complete and 
occupied for fall quarter classes, 2004.
CERRd VISTA
9 1 .3
Leom /tt, LiÀ/e/Ct, 
Lo\/e/Ct
Construction on Cerro Vista, the new student housing complex 
Is moving ahead as scheduled. The complex, located on the hill 
above the existing residence halls will house 800 students In 200  
4-bedroom , apartm ent style suites. The new units have sweeping 
views of campus and Bishop's Peak. Occupancy is expected in 
September, 2003. For more housing information, visit the Housing 
website: http://vyww.housing.calpoly.edu/ for more 
information about the project.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE PROJECTS, 
GO TO THE FACILITIES WEBSITE AT: w w w.facilities.calpoly.edu
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continued from page 16
including three three-point goals. 
Jason Allen had 12 points, making all 
eight of his tree throws. Nick Jones 
led the Gauchos with 19 points.
In the championship game, which 
was televised live on ESPN, the Utah 
State Aggies outrehounded Cal Poly 
by 12 as they claimed their third Big 
West Tournament title in the last four 
years.
The Aggies outrehounded the 
Mustangs 40-28 and scored 10 sec­
ond-chance points on 14 offensive 
rehounds.
The Aggies jumped out to an 8-2
lead to start the game; however, a 
three-pointer hy Jason Allen gave the 
Mustangs their first lead at the 16:15 
mark. While the Aggies regained the 
lead later in the first half, the 
Mustangs kept the game close.
At the end of the first half, Allen 
hit two free throws to pull the 
Mustangs within one point at 33-32.
Cal Poly began the second half on 
a 7-0 run in the first 1:39, sparked hy 
a Steve Geary three-pointer. 
However, the Aggies scored six unan­
swered points to ck)se the gap.
The two teams were even through­
out most the second half, hut the 
Aggies began to pull away when 
Spencer Nelson hit two free throws 
with 3:25 remaining to give Utah
State the lead for good.
The Mustangs had several oppor­
tunities to take the lead in the final 
five minutes, hut could not make any 
field goals.
While Jason Allen hit two free 
throws with 10 seconds to go to cut 
the Utah State lead to one point, 
Cardell Butler hit two of his own to 
give the Aggies a three-point lead.
Allen’s final three-point attempt 
with three seconds remaining rimmed 
out, and the Aggies grabbed the 
rebound to close out the game. His 
miss capped off a 5 of 21 shooting 
mark from three-point land for the 
Mustangs.
Allen led all scorers with 21 
points, and Dennis added 19 points.
Butler led the Aggies with 17 points. Cal Poly concluded the season 
while Desmond Penigar added 13 with a 16-14 record. Utah State took 
points.  ^ 24-8 record into its third trip to the
Schilling, Cal Poly’s second lead- N C A A  Tournamcni, and nearly 
ing scorer, was scoreless, shooting 0  
for 8 from the field. first round before losing 64-61.
STOP Looking for 
Housing the Hard Way
And...
G IVE US A CALL!
S i d
Townhouse Apartments for Students
555 Ramona Drive San Luis Obispo
(805)543-1450
NOW LEASING FOR 2003 - 2004
Tours Available. Call for an application or apply online at 
w w w .ValenciaApartm ents.com
Great Amenities...
* Private Bedroom s ‘ Academ ic and Y ear Leases  
*G P A  Discounts 5%  - 1 0 %  ‘ Recreation C en ter ‘ T V  Lounge 
^Computer Lab w / FR E E  Internet ‘ W eight Room  ‘ H eated  Pool
i.
P IZ Z A
$1199
+ tax
Not good will) other offers. 
Must show valid student iO.
P lO #
happening all R night ft then some
Starting at $5.95!
Oine-ln Tab-Out Groups
iw ry
iiiiicti Jlifliiei Late
IDDOtìperail 5 fl’M * f '2 0
www.woodstockssio.coni
F »  I  Z Z A
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Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W anted
Patio Project
Some cement and/or tile exp. 
flex, hours • any days Mon - Sat 
Name your price 
Call Jim 544-5477
Em ploym ent
Camp Canadensis 
Pocono Mountains, PA. (2 hours 
from New York and Philadelphia), A 
Premier residential coed summer 
camp. We are looking for an 
energetic, qualified, and caring 
staff to teach all general athletics, 
WSI, waterfront activities, scuba, 
tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, 
motor bikes, outdoor adventure, 
ropes, arts & crafts, cooking, and 
much more! Excellent facilities and 
great salary! 6/20-8/16. Call 
(800)832-0228 or apply online: 
www.canadensis.com
FUN - SUMMER
www.daycampjobs.com
Em ploym ent
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19- 
8/16/03) Children’s sleep-away 
camp. If you love children and want 
to have a GREAT SUMMER, we 
are still looking for Directors for 
Swimming, Golf, Tennis, Drama, 
Camping/Nature, High & Low 
Ropes and Ass’t Directors for 
Sports and Gymnastics, 
Counselors for Tennis, 
Gymnastics, Team Sports, 
Swimming (W.S.I.), Sailing, 
Water-skiing, Ceramics, Batik, 
Jewelry, Calligraphy, Guitar, 
Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video, 
Piano. Other positions: Group 
leaders, Administrative/Driver, 
Nurses (RN’s). On campus 
interviews April 16th. Call 800- 
279-3019 or
www.campwaynegir1s.com
E m ploym ent I A n n o u n ce m e n ts  I Rental Housing
SUMMER CAMPS
EXPOSED CASTING  
Movie extras/models needed! 
Earn $150-600/day. Local 
castings. No experience 
necessary!
Call 1-888-820-0164 x950
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS 
NEEDED
No experience necessary!! 
Earn up to $150- $450/dayl! 
Call for immediate exposure: 
1-888-820-0164 ext. 950
Summer jobs in SF East Bay! 
Horseback ride/ Swim/Rockclimb 
Contact us: 
jobs®roughing it.com 
www.roughingit.com
$800 Weekly Guaranteed!
Stuffing envelopes 
Send a self addressed stamped 
envelope to: Cakdale Enterprises 
. 1151 N. State Street Suite ^31
.*.*.*. chiCAga,* nr. 606i o v.
Skydive Taft 
student discount
Tandem $140.00 
Accelerated free fall $240.00 
Video $70.00 
■661-765-JUMP 
www.skydivetaft.com
TIBETAN BUDDHIST 
MEDITATION AND DHAR- 
MA TEACHINGS with Lama 
Khedrub. Cngoing on Wednesday 
evenings, 6:30-8:30pm.
See www.bodhipath-west.org for 
details
Green Party of SLO 
Meets 1 St Sunday of each 
month
www.slo.greens.org 544-1580
Get Greek Stuff F-A-S-T!
Get group orders get great 
discounts. Lettering, embroidery, 
novelties. Visit online at 
Connectsports.com 
1-800-929-1897
**  *' alantranCstarpower.net ' * * .
60 Casa St.
Townhouses. Now taking 
applications for Sept. 10. 
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets. 
Houses for rent also!
Call Bea 543-7555
Homes For Sale
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLC call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
FIXER UPPER - Bargains. 
These homes need work, lowest 
prices. Call for a free list. Free 
recorded message 1-866-315-4636 
ID# 3334 Century 21 SLP
Classifieds
756-1143
